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ABSTRACT
Product providers are individuals working for companies who are responsible for aiding and
selecting office ergonomic products for clients and are key players in the product purchasing stage
of the Office Workstation Assessment, Recommendation, Purchasing and Implementation
(OWARPI) process. Despite the importance of their role to ensure proper products are selected,
there is no existing research on product providers. The objective of this two-part study was to
evaluate how companies within the product provider sector (both ergonomic and non-ergonomic)
in Ontario, Canada performed when recommending products. Each company was presented with
15 vignettes via an alias-blocked procedure. Performance was evaluated via scoring developed for
this study based on Product Selection for different vignette complexity levels (easy, medium, and
hard) and responding to Other Factors of interest when interacting with the investigator under
different aliases. Notable trends emerged among product providers that aligned with the proposed
errors in the product purchasing stages of the OWARPI process. Specific key findings included
that: ergonomic product providers outperformed non-ergonomic companies; preferred
recommendation layouts were used by ergonomic companies; fewer user-centred design
considerations were utilized than expected; product providers stated the importance of ergonomics
but this was not always reflected in work practices; transparency of level of knowledge varied
considerably between product providers, but those with less knowledge were more likely to
transfer accountability and responsibility; and, non-ergonomic companies were observed to be
more accessible. Recommendations for product provider companies are provided. As a novel and
foundational exploration of the product provider sector, this study illuminates successes and areas
for improvement within the process of obtaining products related to office ergonomics.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
1.0 What is Ergonomics
The word ergonomics is derived from the Greek words ergon and nomos, meaning work and
physical laws, respectively (Marmaras et al., 1999). What “ergonomics” is has been often
misunderstood due to the early use of different names and lack of obvious meaning (Wilson, 2000).
The term ergonomics is often used interchangeably with human factors, even among ergonomists,
as it is more straightforward both grammatically in spoken and written language (Wilson, 2000;
Canadian Standards Association [CSA], 2017). Wilson (2000) provides the following definition:
“Ergonomics is the theoretical and fundamental understanding of human behavior and
performance in purposeful interacting socio-technical systems, and the application of that
understanding to design of interactions in the context of real settings” (p.560).
Two crucial elements of ergonomics are the human and the technology. Without both present,
there would be no opportunity for an interaction between them (Meister, 1999). To speak first to
the latter component, technology refers to “methods, systems, and devices, which are the result of
scientific knowledge being used for practical purposes” (Collins Dictionary, 2019). Therefore,
technology is not just computerized or electronic items, as it is often perceived as, but rather
anything that is created by humans that can make life easier or solve problems. For example, a
fork is a piece of technology, as it was created to make eating easier. In the context of ergonomics,
the human is characterized by their performance in relation to technological variables (Meister,
1999). Interestingly, there is a reciprocal relationship between the human and technology (Meister,
1999). The human develops the technology, then in turn the technology controls to some degree
how the human performs (Meister, 1999). For example, humans created the pen to write. However,
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how that pen is designed (whether it be too wide or too narrow) can affect how the human performs
the writing task. Therefore, the usefulness of technology is only as strong as the extent to which
the human responds and utilizes the technology as the designer intended them to respond (Meister,
1999). The human-centred concept and approach of technology is essential to its use (Haslam,
2002; Meister, 1999).
Ergonomics has both a fundamental component, which encompasses an elementary knowledge
and understanding of anatomy, physiology, and psychosocial factors, as well as an applied
component, which affords practical use (Wilson, 2000). Given the range of physical diversity
among human beings, it is also important to have a solid understating of anthropometrics and its
application to ergonomics. Anthropometrics is the study of physical measurements, both in size
and shape (Rodriguez-Añez, 2001). Anthropometrics is a critical factor of ergonomics as its
application in the design phase of a workspace or tool allow for a better, more accurate fit for a
known population (Rodriguez-Añez, 2001). There are large databases of anthropometric data (e.g.,
CAESAR Database - Robinette & Daanen, 2002) that can determine and illustrate percentiles of
human sizes that are directly applicable to clothing, workspaces, and equipment (Rodriguez-Añez,
2001). Thus, ergonomics is a multi-faceted concept that can consist of a range of components and
applications.
Overall, ergonomics, if applied correctly, can: 1) enhance user health, well-being, and safety,
2) strengthen usability of the workplace, 3) facilitate performance by reducing error and supporting
task proficiency, 4) accommodate for a wide variety of users (varying in size, capabilities, skills,
knowledge, experience, etc.), 5) sustain user performance (minimize excessive/awkward loads
and/or postures), and 6) improve the interaction between the user and environment (CSA, 2017).
Nonetheless, ergonomics as a discipline is still developing.
2

1.1 The History of Ergonomics
The formal discipline of ergonomics is still in its infancy, compared to the informal concepts
of work sciences, which has roots dating back to pre-civilized society, and involves the design/use
of tools to enhance the human capacity for both survival and environment modification purposes
(Kuorinka, 2000). However, the theoretical principles and framework of ergonomics was used
prior to the term was defined as such, as seen by the human-centred principles documented in
ancient Greece regarding the design of tools, temples, theaters, etc., and the methods used in both
medicine and construction (Kuorinka, 2000; Marmaras et al., 1999). In ancient Greece, the humancentred design of buildings was seen with the elements of a building being proportional to the
human body in such a way that the names and magnitudes of measurement units were derived
from human body parts (i.e., finger, forearm, palm, etc.; Marmaras et al., 1999). Hippocrates (460370 BC) outlined recommendations within his About the Hospital document regarding the
implementation of ergonomics design into a surgeon’s work practices with recommendations
inclusive of enhancing comfort during seated and standing postures, providing adequate lighting
to facilitate vision, directing where tools should be placed in relation to the surgeon, and designing
tools (shape, size, weight, etc.; Marmaras et al., 1999). There has also been ancient Greek
documentation regarding human-centred design to minimize workload, enhance material handling
and safety, and optimize tool design, that provides compelling evidence that ergonomics principles
were utilized to fit the design to the human (Marmaras et al., 1999).
The concept that things should be tailored to meet the needs of an individual seems logical. If
someone needs a pair of shoes, there are specific questions that should be asked prior to purchase,
such as What size is needed?, For what activity will the shoe be used? (sports - cleats vs. leisure flip flops), What durability is required? (construction job - steel toe vs. kayaking - water shoe),
3

etc. Prior to the Industrial Revolution, things were constructed for the individual user and therefore
their needs could be easily met with the design (Kuorinka, 2000). However, due to the shift towards
things being mass-produced to appeal to and supply a larger market, during and after the Industrial
Revolution, the notion of considering the individual user was lost (Kuorinka, 2000). In addition to
mass production, the modern institution of labour was established at this time. Changes included
hiring large numbers of workers to produce products within work conditions that were determined
by the employer, with new work organization techniques, and technology creating issues that were
not present before (Kuorinka, 2000). Although the advancements were not all negative, there were
some notable issues that emerged and new challenges to address.
The discipline of ergonomics emerged as a unique area of study during World War II.
Stemming from design flaws, human error resulting from incompatibilities between humans and
the machines they interacted with, created a weak link (Kuorinka, 2000). Post-war, advancement
was seen within the discipline to address human productivity, work physiology, and aviation
psychology. Additional fundamental objectives were identified as the discipline developed to
include safer, healthier, and improved quality of working conditions, as well as quality of work
life (Kuorinka, 2000).
The field of ergonomics continues to grow through various studies that examine risk factors
and intervention strategies (Westgaard, 2000). These studies have paved the way for guidelines
and standards that are determined by national and international standards organizations, which
serve as a foundation for health and safety requirements (Westgaard, 2000). Examples of
organizations utilized within Canada include, but are not limited to, the Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety (CCOSH), Canadian Standards Association (CSA), the Ministry
of Labor (MOL), Business & Institutional Furniture Manufacturers Association (BIFMA), the
4

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), the Workplace Safety & Insurance Board (WSIB), and the Association of
Canadian Ergonomists (ACE). Associated, and perhaps underlining, concepts related to ensuring
the health and safety of workplaces are the potential injuries to the employees and the costs to the
employers.
1.2 Injuries and Costs
The importance of designing a task to the worker is critical. Overlooking the demands of the
job (i.e., associated risks factors) can contribute to injury and illness to an employee which can
have lasting financial implications. Body systems (e.g., upright biped and dexterous limbs) that
are used today were not evolved in such a manner for their current working purposes, which were
brought on by the flash growth of industrialization and technology (Kumar, 2001). Physical
occupational stresses are inherently unnatural with demands requiring prolonged postures,
repetitive activities, and force demands, as well as the demands of psychological stressors (Kumar,
2001). It is striking that many workers spend a third of their adult life in work environments that
are hazardous to their working capacities and health (Kumar, 2001).
There were 240,682 reported work-related cases of lost time injuries within Canada in the year
2016 (Tucker & Keefe, 2018). In the year prior, the United States had 1,153,490 days-away-fromwork reported, which entailed a median of eight days of recuperation from the injury/illness
(Bureau of Labor Statistics [BLS], 2016). Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) accounted for
356,910 of the total cases (31%), 80% of which are in private industry, with a median of 12 days
to recuperate (BSL, 2016). Within Ontario, MSDs have been the number one injury reported for
lost time (Government of Ontario, 2019). It is important to note that the statistics reported here are
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all the reported claims, which may overlook the workforce that is dealing with discomforts,
injuries, and disorders that are not formally claimed or remain unreported.
MSDs are disorders or injuries of the musculoskeletal system that hazards and/or risk factors
aggravate or cause (CSA, 2017). The components of the musculoskeletal system affected may
include tendons, tendon sheaths, nerves, muscles, bursae, blood vessels, ligaments, joints, spinal
discs, and bones (CSA, 2017; Government of Ontario, 2019). Work-related MSDs (WRMSDs),
just as the name suggests, are MSDs related to the work environment and/or work demands that
can cause an MSD to develop and persist. Examples of WRMSDs include, but are not limited to,
back pain, sprains, strains, tears, vertebral disc herniations, and carpal tunnel syndrome (Center
for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2020).
The costs to employers related to MSDs can be higher than the average costs of nonfatal illness
or injury (CDC, 2020). The implications of these costs can be seen by both direct and indirect
expenditures in loss of productivity, absenteeism, turnover, overtime or replacement wages,
workstation modifications, training expenses for replaced workers, reduced quality, paperwork
burden, increased workers’ compensation, increased healthcare, and disability (CDC, 2020;
Government of Ontario, 2019; Macloed, 2006). The National Research Council and the Institute
of Medicine [NRCIM] (2001) estimated that between $45-and-$54 billion USD is spent annually
on WRMSDs, which is reflected in the costs of lost wages, reduced productivity, and
compensation. This number also reflects the estimated 130 million annual healthcare encounters
(i.e., emergency rooms, outpatient, and hospital visits), and 70 million visits to physicians annually
in the United States. The financial burden of WRMSDs on the economy provides a strong
argument for the need to incorporate ergonomics into the design and demands of tasks to ensure
minimal risk factors are present that corelate to the progression of injuries and disorders.
6

1.3 Risk Factors
Job tasks being performed have their own unique stressors and therefore regions of the body
that can be affected, which can contribute to trends in the nature of the injury or disorder (Kumar,
2001). It is important to understand the mechanisms of injury and associated risk factors in order
to intervene and reduce or eliminate them (Kumar, 2001). An action and/or condition that can
cause injury/illness or exacerbate an existing injury/illness is known as a risk factor (Department
of Health and Human Science [DHHS], 2011). It is important to note that there is not just one main
risk factor that will contribute to the development of an MSD on its own. Risk factors in the
workplace are interrelated, thus, their interactions should always be considered, even if described
independently. In addition, every work environment is different, and the risk factors present within
them vary in intensity depending on the job demands. Potential risk factors need to be taken into
consideration while designing a task to reduce/avoid future issues.
Some literature related to key ergonomic risk factors that have been shown to be associated
with WRMDS, and are relevant to this thesis, is summarized below.
1.3.1 Posture
A neutral posture is attained when all joints in the body are naturally aligned, and muscles are
at resting length (DHHS, 2011). Although the human body is made to move, limitations to its range
of motion exist when the body deviates too far from a neutral posture. Thus, posture can be a risk
factor. An awkward posture is any posture that deviates from the neutral posture (DHHS, 2011;
Kilbom, 1994). Common awkward postures in the workplace can include, but are not limited to,
flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, pronation, supination, elevation, depression, lateral
bending, and twisting. There are many ways that poor posture can negatively affect the body and
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hinder an individual’s ability to work effectively. As the deviation from neutral posture increases,
there is a greater mechanical deformation experienced by muscles surrounding the joints involved,
which can contribute to increased pressure within muscles and their fasciae (Kilbom, 1994). This
increase in pressure can contribute to several changes that include a reduction of nutrients and
oxygen to muscles, and an accumulation of metabolites within the tissue (Kilbom, 1994). In
addition, if similar postures are engaged throughout the day, muscle imbalances may occur
(Valachi & Valachi, 2003). Muscles and ligaments can adapt to awkward postures to some degree,
but such adaptations can increase the force on surrounding musculature, as well as compression
neuropathy (Langford, 1994; Valachi & Valachi, 2003).
Non-neutral postures can also impact the force exertion capacity that a particular muscle can
generate because of the change in muscle length (Kilbom, 1994; Kennedy & Cresswell, 2001). A
larger maximal force can be generated by muscles that are in a neutral posture, as opposed to the
submaximal force capacity seen with muscles that are either overextended or shortened (Kilbom,
1994). Therefore, in theory, if two people are completing the same task, but one is not utilizing
ideal working postures, their muscles may be working harder to produce the same amount of force,
compared to the other individual utilizing better working postures. Fatigue rates will also be
impacted due to the increased force requirement associated with postural deviation, which will
contribute to muscles fatiguing quicker at a certain submaximal level and increases in the recovery
period necessary for a given task (Kilbom, 1994).
1.3.2 Force
The amount of physical effort a person utilizes to perform a task is known as muscle force
(DHHS, 2011). Generated internally by the muscles, force is necessary for humans to complete
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tasks such as lifting a box, maintaining a static posture, using a tool, and general movement
(Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety [CCOHS], 2019). Force can also be defined
externally as a load or internally as the force on a body structure (Bernard, 1997). In terms of
quantifying force, it is commonly expressed in Newtons or pounds (Bernard, 1997). Given that
individuals have their own unique strength capabilities, force can also be described as a proportion
of an individual’s Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC; Bernard, 1997). Excessive force of
exertion is outlined as a major risk factor, and is typically observed when extremely heavy objects
are being lifted, lowered, pushed, or pulled. However, even at low %MVCs, excessive force
exertion can occur if combined with repetition and/or poor posture with inadequate rest (Bernard,
1997). Cumulative loading (or exposure to various biomechanical loads over time) is another
important risk factor related to force. This is an overall accumulation of load on a specific tissue
without adequate rest (Kumar 1990; Kumar, 2001).
1.3.3 Repetition
Repetition is the degree of use of similar motions (You & Kwon, 2005). Repetitiveness is a
major risk factor for MSDs, specifically MSDs for work-related upper-extremity musculoskeletal
disorders (UEMSDs; You & Kwon, 2005). There are issues when integrating findings from various
studies that have been conducted on repetition due to the lack of standard measures, measurement
methods, analysis, and categorization systems, which makes it difficult to conclude acceptable
ranges (You & Kwon, 2005). Repetition can be classified by both cycle time (time to complete
one cycle of work) and/or frequency (number of movements/force exertions/work cycles per unit
time; You & Kwon, 2005). Silverstein et al. (1986) classified a highly repetitive task as one with
a work cycle less than 30 seconds or tasks for which fundamental cycles make up more than 50%
of the work cycle. However, these values are only relevant within certain parameters and cannot
9

be generalized to represent all repetitive tasks (You & Kwon, 2005). The mechanisms of injury
associated with repetition overlap considerably with the risk factors posture and force.
1.3.4 Duration
Although not always defined as a risk factor independently, duration can impact posture,
force, and repetition. Duration is the length of time of exposure to a risk factor (Ergoweb, 2010).
Depending on the intensities of the other risk factors, the exposure time may need to be reduced
for workers to complete their jobs safely and allow for proper rest periods. For example, if a job
must require considerable force or an awkward posture, the duration of force exertion or time
positioned in an awkward posture can relate to injury risk. With the exception of acute loads,
shorter exposure duration lowers the risk of injury. Job rotation is one way to reduce duration of
exposure associated with specific tasks comprising a job, and therefore injury risk, to specific
tissues (Comper & Padula, 2014).
1.3.5 Other Notable Risk Factors
It is important to note that there are a variety of other risk factors that may contribute to the
development of MSDs. However, they will only be briefly introduced here as they are less relevant
to this thesis. Other general risk factors in a work environment include contact stresses, vibration,
and extreme temperatures (Jaffar et al., 2011). Certain psychosocial factors have also been
associated with the development of MSDs; however, there are inconsistencies in the research.
Psychosocial risk factors include, but are not limited to, job content, workload, working hours,
participation and control, and interpersonal relationships (Leka et al., 2003). In addition to
psychosocial risk factors, there are also personal risk factors that have been associated with the
development of MSDs, such as body weight, sex, age, and smoking status (Schulte et al., 2012).
10

1.4 Proactive vs. Reactive Ergonomics
There are proactive and reactive approaches to implementing ergonomic initiatives. The
proactive approach involves implementing ergonomic strategies to address areas of concern, prior
to the development of an injury (White, 2015). Incorporating a proactive ergonomics approach in
the design phase of a job task may help ensure a reduction in overall costs by avoiding the potential
need to redesign or modify an existing design (White, 2015). As indicated previously, there are
staggering costs associated with WRMSDs. Therefore, from a cost avoidance viewpoint,
preventing injuries alone is adequate justification for implementing ergonomics into the beginning
design stages of a job task (White, 2015). However, this requires knowledge of what risk factors
or injuries may emerge in the future. In addition to reduced costs, proactive ergonomics aids in
increasing productivity and quality of work, enhancing comfort and job satisfaction, reducing
fatigue, and turnover rates (Eklund, 1995; Macleod, 2006; White, 2015). Proper and efficient
workstation design that promotes neutral postures with fewer motions and less exerted forces, will
reduce rates of fatigue and improve comfort (White, 2015).
Unfortunately, many businesses presume that engineering projects that incorporate alternatives
for reducing risk factors during the design phase of a task require extensive resources, time and
costs, without weighing the value of the investment long-term (White, 2015). Not recognizing the
importance of ergonomic initiatives integrated into a workplace highlights why the traditional
focus of ergonomics has been centred around the reactive approach (White, 2015). By using a
reactive ergonomics approach, concerns are addressed once an incident or injury has already
occurred (White, 2015). Although usually treatable and less costly in early stages of development,
MSDs are often irreversible and expensive in later stages (White, 2015). For example, if an
employer provides a workstation that is not designed with the individual user in mind, the worker
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can adapt, but only to a point (Macleod, 2006). If the worker cannot fit the workstation provided,
they may develop an injury, reduce work productivity, and/or increase human error (Macleod,
2006). Additional expenditures over time would be required to modify the workstation to meet the
needs of the individual, as well as the compensation costs that may be required if the worker files
a lost time claim. In summary, when ergonomics is proactively integrated into the early stages of
work system design, as opposed to reactively to solve an emergent problem, it can provide the
greatest benefit in terms of WRMSD prevention (CSA, 2017).
1.5 Redesign and Return to Work
If discomfort is reported by an operator at a given workstation, it may be necessary to redesign
the task/job they are performing. When redesigning a job or task, the risk factors that were present
within the original design should be identified and then minimized or eliminated to reduce the
likelihood of an injury. Within North America and throughout other parts of the world, if an injury
does occur and is attributed to the work environment, employers have legal responsibilities set out
by various governing bodies to ensure that employees are accommodated appropriately
(Workplace Safety and Insurance Board [WSIB], 2019). In early stages of the redesign process, if
risk factors that contribute to injury are detected, the task/workstation or work process can be
modified. However, if an injury progresses, the employee may need to take off work, which
contributes to the financial burden of lost time and/or the burden of direct and indirect costs of
workers’ compensation.
A return to work (RTW) program involves the implementation of accommodations that adjust
the work environment to match the injured worker’s needs during their recovery to full duties
(WSIB, 2019). RTW programs can involve modified tasks (such as reducing the weight of loads
handled to decrease stress on the injured area) and modified scheduling (such as shorter shifts to
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allow decreased exposure time), just to name a few. Greater success has been observed with
achieving a safe and proper RTW with employers who have a process in place to detect and contact
injured workers earlier on, which reduces the chance that the causes of the injury are not allowed
to progress (WSIB, 2019). As the amount of time away from work increases, the likelihood of
returning to work decreases, which emphasizes the importance of a suitable RTW process (WSIB,
2019). In addition, there are several benefits to work that an individual can gain such as structure
and routine, social interaction, mental and physical stimulation, as well as a sense of
accomplishment (WSIB, 2019). It is ideal to have a collaborative effort from the employee,
employer, union representative (if applicable), and the health and safety representative, to
implement solutions to eliminate future risk and support the accommodation of the employee
(Jakobsen & Lillefjell, 2014; WSIB, 2019).
1.6 Ergonomics in the Workplace
1.6.1 High Risk Sectors
Based on 2019 statistics, some of the industry sectors with the most lost time claims in Canada
due to injury or illness include automotive, agriculture, construction, food, healthcare,
manufacturing, and service (WSIB, 2019). This is not surprising as these sectors involve physically
demanding job tasks and thus pose more risk to workers. Ergonomics can be implemented through
engineering or administrative controls to improve work conditions and reduce the occurrence of
lost time claims for injury or illness (CDC, 2007). Engineering controls encompass modifying or
redesigning aspects of the job, and providing tools and equipment to promote safer work practices
(CDC, 2007). Administrative controls include controlling the exposure to higher risk jobs by
introducing job rotation that alternates different job demands to provide appropriate recovery time
and promotes different postures, muscles, and body parts used between tasks (e.g., heavy vs. light
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tasks, high repetition vs. low repetition tasks; CDC, 2007). Despite the known ergonomic
improvements that can be made, injuries and illnesses still occur widely within the occupational
setting.
1.6.2 Office Ergonomics
Relevance
An office job is one where the work is primarily, if not solely, completed at a desk. Unlike the
physically demanding jobs observed as part of other sectors described above, office jobs are not
usually associated with handling heavy external loads, yet they are associated with some of the
highest prevalence of WRMDS, specifically to the neck, wrists, and hands (Choobineh et al.,
2016). Unfortunately, specific injury statistics from the office environment are not available due
to office work being prevalent in many industries. This makes it impossible to isolate office injury
cases within the existing injury statistics databases. However, about 50% of North Americans work
at a job that involves an office environment (Charles et al., 2004). Consequently, millions of people
are impacted by this type of work, which highlights the importance of research in this field.
Office Ergonomics Standards and Guidelines
There are various guidelines and standards that are determined by national and international
standards organizations that are used to promote health and safety best practices in a workplace
(Westgaard, 2000). Standards and guidelines are determined by evidence-based data and through

understanding the mechanisms of injury and associated risk factors (Westgaard, 2000). For
clarification, standards are mandatory actions or rules with quantifiable measures, whereas
guidelines are more general, open to interpretation and intended to provide additional,
recommended direction. To reflect new work practices, emerging evidence-based findings, and
advancing technology, existing office standards and guidelines undergo revision (CSA, 2017). For
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example, the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) recently released their third edition of CSA
Z412 entitled Office ergonomics – An application standard for workplace ergonomics (CSA,
2017). These standards are specific to office ergonomics and provide requirements for furniture,
accessories, equipment, layout (use of furniture, accessories, and equipment), environmental
conditions, manual material handling (MMH), psychosocial workplace factors, and psychological
health factors (CSA, 2017). The document has revised the language from the previous documents
to emphasis a requirement versus an advisory action. Within these standards, the word “shall” is
used to express a requirement, “should” to express a recommendation (not required), and “may”
to express an option.
In the case of office ergonomics, the CSA ZA12 document breaks down the workstation into
three distinct parts: 1) furniture, 2) equipment, and 3) accessories. Furniture encompasses the chair,
work surfaces, and storage/filing systems. Equipment includes the monitor(s), mouse, keyboard,
and all other inputting devices that are essential for the completion of the job. Finally, the
accessories include the additional items found within the workstation such as document holders,
gel wrist rests, or footrests that accommodate anthropometric needs and/or ease the user’s
compatibility with the equipment (CSA, 2017). Although the CSA (2017) document includes the
accessories listed above, there are several that are not featured within it. Due to their relevance in
modern office settings, a complete list of accessories available on the market has been included in

Appendix A. There is a second table found in Appendix B, which includes a list of furniture and
equipment, some of which is not included in the CSA (2017) document. The purpose and
considerations for selecting each item are outlined in Appendix A and B.
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The Optimal Workstation Setup
An optimal seated and standing posture can be achieved if a workstation possesses
adjustability that will allow the user to be supported and maintain neutral postures while working.
Specifics to the ideal postural set up can be found in detail within the CSA Standard and Guideline
document (CSA, 2017).
Risk Factors and Associated Issues Specific to the Workstation
Given that most tasks in an office are primarily completed while seated/standing statically, as
opposed to exerting force with a variety of dynamic movements involving considerable range of
motion, office work may not initially appear to pose much risk. However, if the workstation
elements are not utilized correctly in relation to the worker’s anthropometric needs, issues may
arise. For example, if a worker is forced to adopt an awkward posture for a long duration, despite
the lack of force, they may eventually experience a WRMSD. Since there are many items found
within a typical office workstation setup, there are multiple factors that could pose risk to workers
if workstations are not designed with proper considerations and adjustability in mind.
Chair Literature
Saying that a product is ergonomically designed or is “ergonomic” has become commonplace
in marketing to increase sales. For example, products such as tampon applicators have been
described as ergonomic in marketing advertisements. Describing office chairs as being

ergonomically designed in marketing and sales has also become common, even though many
chairs do not fit workers well. These chairs typically feature some functions of adjustability, but
a chair is only ergonomic if it suits the worker’s anthropometric needs, in their specific
workstation, while they complete their job tasks (CCOHS, 2020). Some important considerations
when evaluating a chair for purchase include adjustability in the seat pan (height, depth, width,
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angle), backrest (height, angle, and shape), armrest, and the support and tilting mechanism of the
chair (CCOHS, 2020).
The height of the seat pan must raise or lower to allow for the user’s feet to be comfortably
on the ground (or footrest) during work (CCOHS, 2020). If the seat pan is too high, a contact stress
may occur on the back of the thighs, which could disrupt blood flow to the lower extremities. If
positioned too low, the user’s hip and knee angles will be reduced below 90 degrees, which may
also reduce blood flow. Pneumatic lifts are available for chairs that cannot adjust the seat pan to
the required height of a user (too tall or too short). Seat pan depth is also an important ergonomic
consideration. Standards for seat pan depth have been challenging due to the large range seen in
buttock-popliteal lengths between large males and small females of various populations
(Goonetilleke & Feizhou, 2001). If the seat pan depth is too large (not allowing a 3-finger or fistwidth gap between the back of the user’s knee and the seat pan), the user may experience a contact
stress on the back of their knees and/or may not be able to utilize the backrest properly to support
the trunk. Conversely, if the seat depth is too small, contact stress may occur on the proximal
portion of the thigh, which may cause workers to shift forwards and perch on the front of the chair,
reducing the trunk support provided by the chair back. For this reason, an adjustable seat pan (or
seat slider) is beneficial to allow the user to adjust the seat pan depth optimally. The seat width
can pose similar contact stress issues as the seat pan depth. Seats that are too narrow can create

uneven pressure distributions as well as contact stresses between the chair arms and thighs, and
seats that are too wide do not allow neutral postures when using the armrests, unless the armrests
allow enough mediolateral adjustability (see armrest section below; CSA, 2017). The width of the
seat should accommodate the user’s hips and allow them to comfortably use the chair arms
(Baharampour et al., 2013). Some companies allow for custom seat pans to be produced to ensure
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the appropriate length and width are available for a user who cannot be accommodated by a
standard option.
In relation to the seat pan angle and backrest, there is conflicting evidence in the literature.
However, it is critical that the seat pan angle and backrest are designed to support the spine in a
neutral, sagittal plane position consistent with what the spine is in while standing. The lumbar
lordosis and minor thoracic kyphosis in this position helps to promote lower disc loading (Corlett,
2006; Brand, 2008). With the prevalence of low back pain being so high in the workplace, and the
amount of static sitting that exists in most desk-focused jobs, a proper understanding of key
features needed to support a neutral seated posture is paramount. Correct sitting is often believed
to be characterized by an upright, straight back, while sitting on a flat, horizontal seat. However,
this is false (Corlett, 2006). While sitting in this “correct” posture, the hip joint must flex, resulting
in an increased tension of the hip extensor musculature, including the hamstring group. This
tension leads to a posterior tilt of the pelvis and sacrum which that flattens the lumbar curvature
(Keegan 1953; Bridger 1988). To reduce the degree of lumbar kyphosis, the seat pan can be
forwardly sloped. The lumbar curve of the spine while seated would be similar to when standing
if the seat pan had a forward slope of 15 - 25 degrees, and the knee angle ranged from 70 - 110
degrees (Brunswic, 1984, as cited in Corlett, 2006, p.1541). However, a seat pan sloping down 15
degrees or more towards the front promotes downward forces that must be combatted by the user

to maintain stability and a proper position in the seat, and that can cause an increase in the load on
the feet (Corlett, 2006). To overcome this issue, the “waterfall edge” seat pan design has been
utilized that has a horizontal back part (to support the weight of the upper body) while having a
downwards slopping front portion to allow the thighs to angle slightly downwards (Brand, 2008;
Corlett, 2006). In addition, if the seat pan is sloped backwards (i.e., the seated person has increased
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hip flexion), the spine can lose up to 85% of its natural curvature (Brunswic, 1984, as cited in
Corlett, 2006, p. 1541). Despite these findings, the seat angle subsection within the CSA guidelines
(2017) does not promote or agree with a forward or backward angle. Consequently, the
recommended industry standard for seat pan angle ranges between 0 - 4 degrees backwards (CSA,
2017). The CSA does highlight how critical it is that the angle between the seat pan and back rest
does not fall below 90 degrees (CSA, 2017).
There is also conflicting evidence in the literature about the design and use of backrests. There
is insufficient evidence of what recommended backrest dimensions should be, with the exception
of higher-backed chairs that allow rearward inclination. Higher-backed chairs need to support the
shoulders and upper back, as well as the neck and head, if reclined postures are maintained for
prolonged periods of time (Brand, 2008; CSA, 2017). A chair should have lumbar support.
However, simply providing a lumbar support does not mean the lumbar region of the spine will be
appropriately supported (Corlett, 2006; CSA, 2017). The backrest needs to be adjustable in height
and forwards and backwards inclination to allow the user to match the backrest to their
anthropometric needs (Corlett, 2006). In addition, having a lumbar support alone may not correct
postural issues, but could push the trunk forward, unless used properly. To be properly supported,
the user must rotate backwards on the lumbar support and allow their mid and upper back to contact
the upper area of the backrest (Corlett, 2006). Further advantages can be seen with reclining

beyond the vertical position, as the load from the upper body will be transmitted to the floor
through the backrest as opposed to the load being taken on solely by the discs and back musculature
while seated upright (Corlett & Eklund, 1984, as cited in Corlett, 2006, p.1543). Andersson et al.
(1974) reported that the least spinal disc pressure is experienced with a backrest angle of 110
degrees (as cited by Corlett, 2006, p. 1541). However, reclining too far backwards in a chair while
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working at a desk, will increase the reach distance and cervical spine flexion to maintain a proper
line of sight (Corbett, 2006).
When reviewing the literature on seat pans and backrests, it is important to acknowledge that
some of the inconclusiveness and inconsistency may be attributed to sex differences. In a study by
Callaghan & Dunk (2005), sixteen participants’ (8 males and 8 females) body kinematics (spine
angle and centre of mass) and seat pressure profiles (centre and peak pressure) were analyzed while
they sat on four different types of chairs. They reported that males sat with a posteriorly rotated
pelvis with more forward leaning and flexion of the lumbar spine, whereas females sat with an
anteriorly rotated pelvis and had less flexion of the lumbar spine and forward leaning (Callaghan
& Dunk, 2005). It was the presence of a backrest feature that caused the greatest postural
differences between the sexes. Males tended to lean back into the backrest more than females, who
sat more upright and perched more on the front portion of the seat pan. Gregory et al. (2006)
reported the average percentage of lumbar flexion of males and females to be 57.3% and 29.1%,
respectively. The excessive flexion of the lumbar region observed among males can facilitate the
development of disc herniations (Wilder et al., 1988), whereas the more upright seated postures
observed in females can result in higher and more prolonged muscle activation levels, which can
contribute to oxygen transport impairment and thus, pain and injury (McGill et al., 2000; Callaghan
& Dunk 2002).

Yoo et al. (2008) evaluated the use of different backrest support placement (at T4, T10, or L3)
on changes in muscle activation of the neck, shoulder, and trunk. They highlighted that different
levels of support may be beneficial to alleviate discomfort by reducing muscle activity in affected
locations, and why it is important not to simply add generic support in the lumbar region. Although
not noted in the literature, these findings could also be the starting point for future investigations
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of different backrest shapes and supports which address the postural alignment and seating position
differences of males and females, as described by Callaghan & Dunk (2005).
Overall, having a backrest does appear to be the best option for prolonged sitting compared to
alternative options. The use of an exercise ball as a seating option appears to have no advantage
compared to backrest use (Gregory et al., 2006; Kingma & van Dieen, 2009). The use of an
exercise ball yielded increases in erector spinae muscle activation, variation, and fatigue, as well
as an increase in spinal shrinkage and discomfort (Gregory et al., 2006; Kingma & van Dieen,
2009). Bennett et al. (1989) investigated the use of a kneeling chair. They found that muscle
activity was statistically significantly different in office and straight back chairs compared to the
kneeling chair (Bennett et al., 1989). Although the kneeling chair elicited similar muscle activation
as standing, it also resulted in the greatest lumbar curve in participants. Although these results are
positive, the study had few participants (n=20) and short trial periods where data were collected
within a day. Short trials do not factor in the effects of prolonged sitting and potential issues with
the downward force of the upper body being placed on the lower extremities while kneeling at
those angles.
Regarding the literature on backrests, there is not one right, straightforward answer and each
backrest design and placement may pose unique risks and benefits. Therefore, proper ergonomic
practices should ensure that there is an understanding of the user (e.g., male or female, location of

discomfort, current postural issues) and how to support problem areas while reducing the risks
associated with certain features (e.g., users with neck pain should not work in a reclined posture
that will exacerbate the issue). Dynamic chairs that allow postural changes through adjustment
may be most beneficial as there is not a single loading posture throughout the day, and thus,
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different muscles will be activated. In support of this notion, adjustability in a chair is
recommended in the CSA (2017) document to allow for postural changes throughout the day.
Armrests are a vital feature on an office chair that are often not considered by users. Lueder
& Allie (1999) outline multiple considerations for armrest use. When working unsupported, the
upper extremities create an increased load on the neck, shoulder, and back musculature. Postural
advantages can be seen with armrest use that reduces slouching and encourages users to lean back
into their chair. Although the benefits are apparent, it is important to choose armrests that are
adjustable, as opposed to fixed, to allow for proper placement of the arms. Fixed armrests can
position the user in problematic postures if they are too low (e.g., slouching, asymmetrical loading)
or too high (e.g., shoulder elevation). Lack of adjustability may also be problematic if the armrests
impede the user’s ability to get close enough to the workstation, which promotes flexion and
elevation of the arms. Pivoting or swiveling armrests can promote support for asymmetrical work
seen commonly within the office environment (e.g., armrest support for the mousing arm would
not have the same placement as the non-dominant hand that simply types). Lateral adjustability
(or width between armrests) should be present to accommodate varying sizes of users. Without
this adjustment, smaller users with narrower shoulders may engage in abduction and outward
rotation at the shoulder joints to receive the arm support. Comparatively, larger users (e.g.,
overweight or obese) may need armrests with lateral adjustment outwards to comfortably fit in the

chair between the armrests (CSA, 2017). Armrest pads should not create contact stress, but rather
they should offer a soft supportive surface for the forearm (CSA, 2017; Lueder & Allie, 1999).
Although not reflected in the literature, there is a critical health and safety factor that needs to
be acknowledged regarding appropriate chair selection. Every chair has a weight limit that should
be followed for safe use. If the weight limit is exceeded, there is a risk that the chair’s base and/or
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mechanism will break, potentially leading to an injury to the user. It is important to have a clear
understanding of the weight limit on a chair when accommodating larger users; bariatric chairs are
available to ensure a safe option is selected. In addition, if a standard chair is purchased when a
bariatric chair is required, it may result in employers having to spend additional money in the
future to correct the error and keep employees safe.
With all the chair features listed above, there are still individuals who will have
anthropometric needs that cannot be accommodated by a standard office chair (e.g., customs seat
pan sizes for large/small individuals, chair arms with wider ranges of adjustability). In these cases,
specific features can be added to meet their needs rather than providing the worker with an illfitting chair that could potentially create issues in the future.
Workstation Literature
Desks are critical features of office workstations, little research has been conducted to support
why the standard desk height is 74.7 cm (29.4”; CSA, 2017). To understand why this value is
problematic, optimal seated height and work height must be understood. An individual’s optimal
seated height can be determined once they are properly seated in their chair with their feet flat on
the ground and their arms relaxed at their side. The vertical distance from the ground to just beneath
the individual’s elbow represents the optimal seated height that will support the most neutral
postures while working. Work height represents the vertical height from the ground to the top of

the desk’s work surface. If optimal seated height coincides with work height, then users will be
able to work in a neutral posture. However, if optimal seat height does not align with work height,
then the user will compensate by engaging in poor postures when interacting with their
workstation. The larger the difference in these heights, the more problematic the setup becomes.
For example, if the user’s optimal seat height is 70.0 cm (24”) and they have a standard desk height
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of 74.7 cm (29.4”), they may engage in a greater degree of shoulder flexion or elevate their chair
height to try to better align their upper extremities with the work surface. This can create postural
issues with the lower extremities.
Although individual differences in anthropometric measurements exist between people, a
work height of 74.7 cm (29.4”) is generally suitable for someone who is just taller than 6 feet
(Painless Movement, 2020). The National Center for Health Statistics (2018) states that the
average American male and female are 5 feet 9.2 inches and 5 feet 3.7 inches tall, respectively,
which makes the standard desk height too high for both. Consequently, they often need accessories
like footrests and keyboard trays to fit to their workstation. For more information on these items,
reference the accessory table in Appendix A to see the purpose and considerations for their uses.
There are several workstation adjustability options that can help address work height issues
without the use of accessories. These include, but are not limited to, pin-height adjustments, handcrank adjustments, pneumatic adjustments, and electrical adjustments. The latter two options allow
for a disruption of seated work with sit-to-stand adjustability that allows the user to work while
standing. Sit-stand desks (SSDs) have become very popular across the last decade. However, the
effectiveness of SSDs is still a topic that is up for debate (Chambers et al., 2019). Sedentary sitting
is associated with several negative health outcomes (e.g., obesity, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular
disease) and mortality (i.e., death; Dunstan et al., 2013). SSDs have been shown to reduce sitting

and increase standing behaviours, while allowing the individual to work (Commissaris et al.,
2016). However, replacing seated postures with standing postures does not necessarily address the
engagement and duration of sedentary behaviour and duration (Chambers et al., 2019). There is an
optimal standing height (vertical measurement from the floor to the user’s elbow when standing)
for sit-stand use (for both sit-stand desks and sit-stand units), similar to optimal sitting height. The
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user should be educated and trained on proper use and set up or similar risk factors with work
height discrepancy may result. In addition, users who engage in standing at their workstation
should be provided with an anti-fatigue mat (CSA, 2017), which is commonly used during
prolonged standing to reduce discomfort. Reference accessory table in Appendix A for more
information on considerations with this item.
The use of sit-stand units (SSUs), which sit on a user’s desktop to allow standing capability,
has also not been researched much in the literature to date. SSUs are often more cost-effective
than SSDs, and therefore enticing to potential buyers, but they do not offer as much height
adjustability as SSDs. SSUs can also cause postural issues if they are not fit properly to the existing
worksurface and the users who interact with them. Ergonomists in the field are encountering a
growing number of issues with SSUs that were purchased without proper consideration for the
individual using the workstation and worksurface upon which the SSU sits. As indicated
previously, poor-fitting or improper office equipment can hurt workers and will result in additional
expenditures to fix the issues. This can be frustrating and at times confusing to employers who
may have been trying to help their employees with a popularly marketed item. Please view
Appendix A for the purpose and considerations for SSU implementation and use.
There is also a lack of research in the literature regarding the importance of worksurface shape.
Worksurfaces commonly come in rectangular, “L” (main desk with one return) or “U” (a main

bridge portion of the desk with two returns) shapes that can have 90-degree, diagonal, or recessed
corners. Ergonomists in the field recommend that users work on a straight edge of their desk;
however, this is not always feasible given the layout of the office for privacy or personal reasons.
If a user must work from a corner portion of their desk, issues can arise with device positioning,
such as increased horizontal reaching. Items that are frequently used throughout the day should be
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located within the user’s primary reach zone (Figure 1), to minimize horizontal reaching and
enable movements within a neutral posture (CSA, 2017). Items located within secondary and
tertiary zones (Figure 1) of horizontal reaching should be used occasionally and rarely,
respectively, as they promote non-neutral postures (CSA, 2017). Working in a corner forces the
user to work within the secondary and/or tertiary zones, depending on their stature, the size of the
worksurface cutout, and the level of interference that might occur between their armrests and the
edges of the worksurface on either side of the corner. Accessories such as corner makers or
keyboard trays can be used to resolve these issues. Please reference the accessory table in
Appendix A for their purposes and considerations for appropriate use.

Figure 1: Reach dimensions as adapted from CSA (2017, p.58).

Monitor Literature
There is considerable variability within the literature in terms of where computer monitors
should be located horizontally in front of users, and how high they should be above the work
surface. Regarding horizontal distance, the CSA Standards and Guidelines (2017) provide a large
range from 50-to-100 cm (19.7” to 39.4”), whereas the Business and Institutional Furniture
Manufacturers Association [BIFMA] Guidelines (2013) indicate a recommended range of 39.9-
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to-74.9 cm (15.7”-to-29.5”).

Horizontal distance has often been determined by the user’s

preference and not investigated alone, but rather as a function of various viewing angles
(Grandjean et al., 1983; Jaschinski et al., 1998). Rempel et al. (2007) investigated the changes in
torso and head posture, as well as measurements of eye accommodation and symptoms
(dry/irritated eyes, blurred vision, and headaches) at three viewing distances (52.4 cm, 73.0 cm,
and 85.3 cm). They found improved convergence recovery and significantly fewer symptoms at
the 52.4 cm distance compared to the further two distances. Torso and head postures, except for
head flexion angle, became increasingly problematic as the distance increased. It is important to
note that the font size used in this study resulted in legible text at the closest viewing distance.
However, the other two conditions resulted in visual acuity that was lower than recommended
levels (16-to-18 arcmin), which may explain the postural and visual symptoms observed. This
highlights the effectiveness of text size modification to reduce visual symptoms, rather than relying
on viewing distance itself, based on visual capabilities. Rather than guessing the monitor
placement within the available range, observing the user’s interaction with the monitor and
subsequent symptoms appears to be the best practice to decide appropriate horizontal placement.
In addition to text size, factors such as monitor size, screen resolution, and presbyopia can
influence where monitors should be placed in front of the user (BIFMA, 2013). If a user is
engaging in poor postures to position themselves closer to the screen to view the text on the screen,

it could mean that the horizontal viewing distance is too far, whereas extended neck postures and
leaning backward in the chair to improve reach distance while typing, could indicate that the
monitor is too close to the user.
Regarding the vertical height of the monitor on the work surface, the CSA Standards and
Guidelines (2017) and BIFMA Guidelines (2013) both state that the active area of the monitor
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must not be higher than the horizontal eye height of the user when in an upright posture, with the
exception of users who use multiple foci lenses (i.e., bifocals, trifocals, etc.). Since the focal point
used in multiple foci lenses is at the bottom of the lens, users benefit from having their monitor
positioned lower to avoid excessive neck postures and movements (Balaci & Aghazadeh, 1999).
However, stating that the active area of the monitor must not be higher than the horizontal eye
height of the user in an upright posture is not supported in the literature, as the maximum
acceptable height falls below that to limit both visual and musculoskeletal strain.
Literature on visual strain shows clear support for much lower viewing angles. From an
evolutionary standpoint, the visual system is dynamic and can adapt from one object to another
(Fostervold, 2003). However, in modern work conditions which involve sitting in front of a fixed
monitor, there is a lack of lens accommodation and the activity of muscles that move the eye
becomes static, thereby contributing to the visual strain experienced by monitor users (Fostervold,
2003). To reduce or eliminate visual strain, changes in body position of the upper back, shoulders,
head, and neck may occur to get closer to the monitor, which can create postural issues. Vergence
and accommodation resting points occur at downward gaze angles with targets closer than 1m to
the eyes, a distance which promotes optimal conditions for the eyes (Heuer & Owens, 1989).
Viewing angles as low as 45 degrees below the horizontal are recommended to minimize visual
strain and associated symptoms at closer distances (Lie & Fostervold, 1995).
It could be argued that the recommended lower viewing angles to reduce visual strain can
exacerbate musculoskeletal strain because muscles of the head, neck, and back may compensate
negatively for low monitor placement. Studies investigating low level monitor placement have
shown postural changes such as head, neck, and back flexion (Sommerich, et al., 2001; BurgessLimerick et al., 1999). Although these postural changes occur, it does not mean that they are to a
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level that is problematic. The postural requirements for a lower viewing angle are achieved through
small postural movement of multiple areas, rather than one larger movement at one location (e.g.,
the movement does not solely occur at the neck, but collaborative movements of the head, neck,
trunk, and eye muscles occur together). For example, Burgess-Limerick et al., (1998) investigated
posture and gaze angle at varying monitor heights (low, mid, high placement) that were selfselected by participants. They found that the 27 degrees change in monitor height between the
various conditions was achieved by 18 degrees of head inclination and 9 degrees of gaze angle, on
average (Burgess-Limerick et al., 1998). The changes in head posture were carried out by changes
to the atlanto-occipital joint (7 degrees of flexion), cervical joint (4 degrees of flexion), and trunk
inclination (6 degrees of flexion). Although this postural compensation does occur, it may not be
at a level that is problematic. Sommerich et al., (2001) compared the muscle activation levels of 5
muscles of the head and neck at different viewing angles (eye level [0 degrees from horizontal
line], mid-level [-17.5 degrees from horizontal line] and low level [-35 degrees from horizontal
line]). Results indicated that low level monitor placement elicited the most muscle activity (as a
%MVC), but not to a degree that surpasses the widely accepted range of 10-14% MVC limit for
mean load level. Therefore, flexion levels to this degree are not considered detrimental, but
excessive neck flexion should be avoided.
Although both flexion and extension of the neck and head occur at various levels within the
cervical spine, consequences of extension are more problematic. The suboccipital muscles
responsible for extension at the atlanto-occipital joint are short in length (Burgess-Limerick et al.,
2000). Due to their size, their force-generating capabilities rapidly decrease as soon as extension
occurs. This is also the case for muscles that span the atlanto-occipital and cervical joints (BurgessLimerick et al., 2000). However, if the cervical spine is flexed, the force-generating capabilities of
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these muscles is larger (Burgess-Limerick et al., 2000). The atlanto-occipital joint was found to be
in a neutral position when visual targets were 15 degrees below the horizontal line. Therefore,
active viewing areas higher than that would result in extension and greater muscular fatigue in
these muscles (Burgess-Limerick et al., 2000; Fostervold, 2003). With this being said, the active
area of monitors should not be higher than 15 degrees below the horizontal line, rather than higher
than the horizontal line itself, as stated by the CSA Standards and Guidelines (2017) and BIFMA
Guidelines (2013). Both guidelines (CSA, 2017; BIFMA, 2013) agree that the optimal line-ofsight (viewing angle) falls 35 degrees below the horizontal eye height of the user, with a range of
15 degrees on either side (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Line of sight angles as adapted from CSA (2017, p.60).

It is also important to note that most previous studies that evaluated monitors were conducted
on monitors that were 48.3 cm (19”) or smaller. Today, larger monitors are commonly used, as are
multiple monitors. Regardless of monitor size and number, the active viewing portion of the
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screen(s) should be located at viewing gazes 35 degrees below the horizontal, with maximum
heights that are not positioned vertically higher than 15 degrees below the horizontal. Although
current monitors tend to be larger, there can be some visual benefits to this. A larger screen area
allows for content on the screen to be adjusted to meet recommended viewing angles. It is therefore
important to put emphasis on viewing angle, rather than general monitor placement reference
points (i.e., place the search bar found at the top of an internet browser at eye level).
As indicated above, it is not uncommon to see multiple monitors being used at a workstation
in offices today. Multi-screen use has its benefits. Colvin et al., (2004) compared single versus
multi-screen use and performance. They found user performance and usability were statistically
significantly higher for multiple displays (Colvin et al., 2004). Russell & Wong (2005) conducted
a similar study with self-administered questionnaires that evaluated ease of use, productivity, and
efficiency with a single monitor versus dual monitors. All participants favoured dual monitors.
However, the postural effects of the dual monitors were not taken into consideration. The effect of
single and dual monitor use on the neck and shoulder musculature was investigated by
Alabdulmohsen (2011), who reported that participants adopted asymmetrical head and neck
postures that also involved greater rotation, and a corresponding greater activity level within the
right sternocleidomastoid muscle. As a result, if dual monitors are used, they should be positioned
symmetrically in front of a user if the monitors are used equally (CCOHS, 2017). If one monitor

is used more frequently than the other, it should be placed in front of the user, and the less
frequently used monitor should be angled at the dominant side (CCOHS, 2017). The optimal
horizontal viewing angle should be 15 degrees from the midline, with the maximum viewing angle
within 35 degrees of the midline on either side (Figure 3; CSA, 2017).
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Figure 3: Optimal horizontal viewing angle as adapted from CSA (2017, p.60).

There have not been any studies on the long-term postural issues related to multi-screen use,

and the studies that are available primarily evaluate only dual monitors. Workstations do exist that
have more than two screens (e.g., security station, police station). Based on the literature for dual
monitors, it would be likely that the rotational demands of the neck would increase with setups
involving more than two screens, given the large visual area required by the screens. Although
there are benefits to using multiple screens, in terms of productivity and worker preference, the
postural rotation demands of the neck should be evaluated to follow the current guidelines. Monitor

risers and monitor arms are two accessories that can aid with proper monitor placement. Please
reference the accessory table in the Appendix A for more information.
Keyboard and Mouse Literature
In general, keyboards and mice should be used in locations (height and reach distance) relative
to the body that support a neutral, relaxed posture and avoid contact stresses. Their heights should
be positioned so that, when relaxed, the elbows of the user are at or close to the same height as the
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keyboard/mouse to avoid excessive wrist extension (when positioned too low) or elevation of the
arms or shoulders (if positioned too high), both of which are compromising postures that can lead
to discomfort in the upper extremities (Occupational Safety and Health Administration [OSHA],
n.d.). The horizontal location of keyboards and mice should promote a relaxed neutral posture,
with the arms and elbows hanging comfortably and close to the body with the forearms parallel to
the floor. If a keyboard or mouse is positioned too far away from the user, awkward postures such
as forward flexion and reaching/elevation of the arms may be adopted to compensate. This can
contribute to continuous activation of muscles within the trunk, neck, shoulder girdle, and arms
(OSHA, n.d.). If positioned too close to the user, the elbows may need to be flexed to extreme
angles that position them posteriorly (OHSA, n.d.). Flexed elbows less than 90 degrees can impact
nutrient and oxygen flow, and metabolite accumulation in the tissue. Arm abduction can also be
very problematic during mouse use, if the mouse is located laterally far away from the user. This
position places additional strain on the shoulder and upper back musculature. Depending on the
user’s shoulder breadth, a standard keyboard may be too wide to allow for a neutral mousing
posture; a compact keyboard can be utilized to reduce or eliminate the observed abduction (Figure
4). For more information on compact keyboards, please reference the Furniture and Equipment
table in Appendix B for its purpose and considerations for implementation.

Figure 4: The implementation of a compact keyboard to reduce abduction, as adapted from No
More Pain Ergonomics (2019).
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Incompatibilities between the user and the placement of the keyboard and mouse can arise at
times due to the design and/or lack of adjustability of the workstation (i.e., 90-degree corner,
diagonal corner without appropriate clearance, recessed corner, chair arms that do not allow the
user to move in close enough, lack of functional space on the desk surface, the chair cannot be
raised to match the appropriate work height, etc.). Accessories such as articulated keyboard trays
and corner makers are available to help improve the fit between the worker and their work surface.
Please reference the accessory table in Appendix A for more information on these items.
Beyond their placement, standard keyboards and mice can be problematic and have design
issues that will often go unrecognized until discomfort has begun. Many office workers would
likely benefit from an ergonomic keyboard or mouse. These items help the user promote and
maintain a neutral posture that go beyond what has been incorporated into existing standard
designs for both keyboards and mice.
Alternative Keyboard Literature
The main postural issues seen with typing on a conventional keyboard include wrist extension,
pronation, and ulnar deviation, which can lead to the development of MSDs (Cook et al., 2004).
Interestingly, prior to the conventional, straight keyboard being featured in the first visual display
terminal (VDT) workstation design and use guidelines in the 1980s (ANSI/HFS100, 1988), the
idea of a split keyboard design had already been conceptualized by Klockenberg (1926; as cited in

Rempel, 2008, p.385) and explored by Kroemer (1972). Kroemer (1972) reported that the forearm
is most comfortable between 40o and 55o of pronation. While typing with an opening angle of 30
degrees, the most comfort and preference was found for lateral inclinations of 30 and 60 degrees.
Opening angle can be defined by the amount of outward rotation (in degrees) of the two halves of
a split keyboard. Lateral inclination can be defined by the amount of pronation the incline allows
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between 0 and 90 degrees, where at 0 degrees, the palms are facing each other, and at 90 degrees,
the palms are facing down. In a subsequent study comparing typing on a standard keyboard and
split keyboard (opening angle of 50 degrees and a lateral inclination of 45 degrees), Kroemer
(1972) found fewer typing errors, and also less pain in the back, arms, and wrists with split
keyboard use. This design reduced the pronation and ulnar deviation postural issues observed
commonly with a standard keyboard.
Some studies that assessed the productivity and preference of users on split and standard
keyboards have shown that there is less productivity and less preference with split keyboards;
larger reductions in these variables have been seen with bigger lateral inclination and opening
angles (Cakir, 1995; Gerard, 1994; Muss & Hedge, 1999). This could be due to the fact that these
studies occurred throughout a relatively short term in a laboratory setting. More experienced
typists rejected the split design compared to the standard keyboard (Cakir, 1995). However, with
longer trial periods, participants who are used to standard keyboards may change their preference
to a keyboard that allows them to type in a more neutral position at the wrist (Zecevic et al., 2000).
No differences in discomfort and pain were found when using split and standard keyboards
short term (i.e., a few days; Smith et al.,1998; Swanson et al.,1997). However, in a 6-month study,
Tittiranonda et al., (1999) reported a statistically significant decrease in pain in individuals who
used a split keyboard after several months.

Although there have been few long-term studies to highlight the benefits of split keyboards,
they are well accepted as specialty products within office ergonomics. Newer designs for split
keyboards are still being researched (Basager et al., 2020). There are now a range of split
keyboards on the market that meet the specific needs of the user and provide built-in wrist rests to
reduce wrist flexion/extension while typing. For users who are more reluctant to accept the split
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keyboard design, an adjustable split keyboard may be more to their liking, as change can be
implemented progressively rather than all at once (Cakir, 1995). Please reference the equipment
table in Appendix B for information and considerations when selecting an alternative keyboard.
Alternative Mouse Literature
Although postural issues with keyboard and mouse use pose similar MSD risk for the hands,
arms, and shoulders, there is a stronger association between MSDs and mousing because active
mousing time is nearly 3 times longer than keyboarding (Jacobs et al., 2008; Richter et al., 2008).
A standard mouse is flat which causes the user to operate it while pronated. Standard mice also
promote radial and ulnar deviation when users move the cursor, and increased activity in the
fingers muscles while scrolling and clicking (Odell & Johnson, 2015). In addition, contact
pressures can occur at the base of the palm while mousing, which can increase carpal tunnel
pressure (Odell & Johnson, 2015). However, vertical mice appear to yield postural and muscle
load reduction benefits (Chen & Chun-Tong, 2007; Gustafsson & Hagberd, 2003; Houwink et al.,
2009; Quemelo & Vieria, 2014). Despite this, the adoption and implementation of vertical mice
can be impeded by reduced performance and subjective preference (Gustafsson & Hagberg, 2003;
Jung, 2014; Quemelo & Vieira, 2014).
Odell & Johnson (2015) evaluated three concept mice against the benchmark flat mouse (used
while pronated) and benchmark vertical mouse (no pronation) in terms of posture, performance,

and preference. The three concept mice were all angled, and each varied in design slightly, but the
purpose of each was to reduce forearm pronation, wrist extension, ulnar deviation, extended finger
postures, and contact area (where the wrist meets the desktop). Using the benchmark flat mouse
results in the greatest degree of pronation and ulnar/redial deviation, whereas the benchmark
vertical mouse results in the greatest degree of wrist extension and flexion (Odell & Johnson,
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2015). The designs for the three concept mice produced more favourable overall postures (more
balanced with less deviation in observed poor postures), with similar performance scores to the
standard flat mouse. These results highlight the ergonomic benefit of concept mice that alter the
design of the standard flat mouse to promote more neutral postures without negatively impacting
performance, as was previously seen in 90-degree vertical mice research. It was observed that most
participants, who were not given any instructions on how to hold the mice, rested their hand more
pronated at the top of the concept mice (similar to what they were used to with a standard flat
mouse), as opposed to more laterally. Therefore, it could be assumed that the postural advantages
of using the concept mice would be more beneficial had participants used the mice properly.
However, participants favoured the benchmark flat mouse, which can be attributed to their
familiarity with it (Odell & Johnson, 2015). In other words, angled mouse designs that promote
more favourable postures do not necessarily impact performance, even though they provide
postural benefits.
Depending on the stature of and/or discomforts experienced by an individual, there are
mousing options that have different features to reduce particular movements and postures. It is
important to appropriately match the user to the acceptable mousing option depending on their
needs, rather than provide them with a mouse that is simply marketed as “ergonomic”. Lin et al.,
(2015) investigated the postural demands and muscle activity of participants who used four

different mice designs (Standard Mouse, Trackball Mouse, Touch Pad, and Rollermouse).
Shoulder abduction and flexion postures were the greatest for the Standard Mouse and Trackball,
as they are both positioned laterally to the keyboard when operating them. The Trackball Mouse
elicited the greatest forearm muscle activity from the demands of scrolling, some of which was
more than 10% MVC, making it a poor choice for users who have forearm discomfort and/or
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MSDs of that region (Lin et al., 2015). The Touch Pad and Rollermouse encouraged a more neutral
posture and lower muscle loads, due to their central placements with respect to the keyboard during
operation, and designs that allow both hands to operate the device. However, the benefits of finger
placement and use were greater for the Rollermouse, as the operator could scroll and click using
the roller bar with any number of fingers without additional movement needed from the wrist,
forearm, or arm (Figure 5). Comparatively, there are more finger movements necessary with the
Touch Pad as it requires the user to engage the device with a single finger while navigating the
cursor and multiple fingers for various other functions (Lin et al., 2015).

Figure 5: How the Rollermouse is operated. Adapted from Contour Designs (2020).

Selecting a mouse that addresses the user’s anthropometric and use needs as well as any

experienced discomfort, is imperative. In doing so, upper extremity MSD risk can be improved.
Please reference the furniture and equipment table in Appendix B for more information on
alternative mousing options and the considerations for each.
Contact Stress with Keyboarding and Mousing
Contract stress has already been discussed briefly within the chair literature. In the case of
keyboards and mice, extreme wrist postures and contact stress can increase pressure within the
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carpal tunnel (Rempel et al., 1998). Wrist rests are accessories that can be provided to combat
these issues. Please reference the accessory table in Appendix A for more information and
considerations on this item.
Other Considerations
Although many forms of referencing tasks are done online today, it is still common that some
tasks must be done with the use of physical paper documents. Without the use of a document
holder, individuals have the option of placing documents on the desk, either to the left or right of
the keyboard/mouse, or between the keyboard and monitor. The former promotes lateral flexion
and rotation of the neck, and the latter promotes flexion of the neck. The implementation of a
document holder, which props up the document to a position that allows for more neutral neck
postures, has been shown to reduce head excursion and muscle activity (Subramaniam & Singh,
2019). Please reference the accessory table in appendix A for more information and
considerations for document holder use.
Other Technology in the Office
Laptops are commonly utilized today due to the convenience of their portability that allows
the user to work essentially anywhere. Despite the allowance of a more flexible and mobile
workforce – which became a global imperative in 2020 due to the coronavirus – laptops were
designed for short term use, and not as a replacement of the desktop computer (Price & Dowell,
1998). Design flaws with laptops that do not allow for an ergonomically sound setup include the
inability to adjust the keyboard and screen independently, as well as the overall smaller size of the
laptop screen compared to a conventional one (Price & Dowell, 1998). Due to these constraints,
the user will not be able to assume the appropriate reference postures while typing/mousing and
an acceptable screen placement at one time - both of which are risk factors to the upper extremities
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and head/neck/back musculature, respectively. Thus, these constraints facilitate the adoption of
uncomfortable postures that could contribute to the development of potential MSDs (Price &
Dowell, 1998).
Jacobs et al. (2008) used a repeated measures design to investigate laptop use of undergraduate
university students (n= 289) in three different groups for three months. Group 1 was the control,
group 2 was provided with accessories for their laptop (e.g., external keyboard, mouse; Figure 6),
and group 3 was provided with accessories as well as ergonomic training. From pre- to post-test,
there were significant changes in self-reported comfort for groups 2 and 3. There was also a
decrease in self-reported musculoskeletal discomfort for groups 2 and 3 from pre- to post-test.
Interestingly, participants who scored higher on their post-test ergonomic quiz in comparison to
their pre-study quiz had significantly less musculoskeletal discomfort. This was statistically
significant for both group 2 and 3, despite only group 3 having received the training. The use of
accessories and training appears to produce the most favourable postural outcomes for laptop use.
Therefore, an important consideration to mitigate discomfort associated with laptop use is the
user’s knowledge of ergonomics. If a user is familiar with the basic principles of ergonomics, they
could identify and address postural concerns with their own laptop use through the implementation
of accessories. External monitors have also been shown to improve postures as they allow the use
of the laptop keyboard and mouse while viewing the external monitor as the main screen (Price &

Dowell, 1998). Although not practical for all settings (e.g., coffee shop, classroom, train), this
setup can be fashioned using an HDMI adaptor or docking station in a typical office workstation.
Please reference the accessory table in Appendix A for more information and considerations for
appropriate laptop stand use.
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Figure 6: Laptop stand with external keyboard and mouse use. Adapted from Laptop Stand
(2013).

Mobile phones and tablets have also recently been introduced into the CSA standards and
guidelines (2017) due to their increased use when performing workplace tasks. The risk factors
and accessories associated with mobile phone and tablet use for workplace tasks, will not be
elaborated upon here, due to the scope of the current project.
Summary
Within Canada, the CSA (2017) document is a primary source that is often referenced
regarding standards and guidelines for office ergonomics. Despite some gaps and inconclusiveness
in the research outlined within the document, it is a valuable tool that reflects current best practices.
For the purpose if this study, the recommended ranges outlined within the CSA document will be
utilized. There are several items that are not acknowledged as accessories or discussed in the CSA
(2017) document that fit the definition of accessories and were included in the review based on
their relevance in a practical setting. Please reference Appendix A for the full list of accessories.
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1.7 Proposed Office Workstation Assessment, Recommendation, Purchasing, and
Implementation (OWARPI) Process
1.7.1 Relevancy
Practicing ergonomists know that inappropriate products are often prescribed and implemented
following an assessment, which may help to explain why MSDs persist in the office environment.
This problem can contribute to poor outcomes for workers as their issues are not appropriately or
adequately addressed. The remainder of this document will outline a proposed Office Workstation
Assessment, Recommendation, Purchasing, and Implementation (OWARPI) process (Figure 7),
occurrences within which could be contributing to the shortcomings that exist in interventions
pertaining to office ergonomics. Within the OWARPI process is a series of stages. Errors can occur
within each stage and affect subsequent stages unless caught and addressed appropriately. The
stages of the process, from start to finish, include the assessment, the recommendations, the
product purchasing, and the implementation (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Proposed Office Workstation Assessment, Recommendation, Purchasing and
Implementation (OWARPI) process.
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1.7.2 The Assessment
An ergonomics assessment of an office workstation involves assessing risks and prioritizing
action (CSA, 2017). If there is not an internal Health and Safety (H&S) representative or
ergonomist on site to properly assess the issues, companies can reach out to ergonomics
consultants for help. There are three proposed main errors that can arise during the assessment
stage, regardless of who is assessing the situation: missing important information relevant to the
job task, improper method used, and improper measurements taken or recorded.
Missing Important Information Relevant to the Job Task
There is not a single set process when conducting an office ergonomics assessment. However,
Whysall et al. (2004) outlines certain notable factors that emerge for a successful assessment. It is
important to have an overview of the entire work task, as well as the problem(s) being experienced
by the worker/employee. This can be obtained from the initial contact, health and safety manager,
supervisor, or the employee themselves. The consultant should have a full understanding of the
demands of the job to conduct an appropriate assessment. This can be obtained by interviewing
the employee(s) at the specific job, as they are completing the job throughout their shift. Common
interview questions would establish what they do, how they perform the job, repetition of tasks,
duration of specific tasks, frequency of breaks, where they experience discomfort and to what
degree, and how they feel the job could be improved. Ideally, the consultant would be able to
obtain subjective information from the worker that can then be factored into the recommendations,
but this is not always possible. Ergonomists in the field anecdotally report having been contacted
to consult in companies who provided a predetermined assessment/report template that only
consisted of objective information concerning the workstation. This is not an ideal format, as the
employee’s problems and needs are not clearly outlined or considered.
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Improper Method Used
A detailed analysis should be completed for every job. Various assessment methods can be
utilized for the analysis that can include a questionnaire, direct observation, or direct measurement
techniques (Dempsey et al., 2005). Direct observations are comprised of measurements and/or
ratings that are completed by the ergonomist, whereas direct measurements require a measurement
output from a device (Dempsey et al., 2005). There are a variety of assessment methods that have
been developed that can flag areas of concern that need to be addressed. However, there is not one
observation-based assessment tool that is suitable in all cases (Takala et al., 2010; Dempsey et al.,
2005). It is important that the appropriate tool is selected based on each tool’s parameters in
comparison to the task being assessed (Takala et al., 2010; Dempsey et al., 2005). For example,
using the revised NIOSH lifting equation (Waters et al., 1993), which is used for MMH jobs, would
not be appropriate in an office assessment where the job task is primarily static sitting (i.e., consists
of little to no MMH). Given the demands of most office jobs, many available methods are not an
appropriate match for a reactive ergonomic assessment.
There are a multitude of direct observation methods, but very few are specific to the office
environment. The RULA (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment) direct observational method can be
used for office assessments, but it is limited in that it does not incorporate and identify the direct
influence of office equipment such as the monitor, keyboard, and chair of the user. (McAtamney
& Corlett, 1993). Although RULA provides a quick and easy way to screen a job, it should be used
simply to prioritize potential job changes based on risks associated with that particular job, rather
than as an independent office assessment tool. An assessment tool with more detail related to the
office environment should be performed to fully comprehend the risk factors.
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The ROSA (Rapid Office Strain Assessment; Sonne et al., 2012) is a tool that uses a similar
approach as RULA, but it is specific to office environments as it includes the direct influence of
typical office equipment (i.e., chairs, monitors, mice, keyboard, etc.). This tool can be used by
consultants or the workers themselves to determine risk and then reduce risk by intervening
appropriately. The ROSA has been updated to address the influence of more contemporary
equipment, such as laptops, cell phones, dual monitors, and sit-stand desks, that was not commonly
used in office environments when the tool was initially designed (Michael et al., 2019).
The choice of which assessment method to use is also driven by how practical the tool is to
use and the preference of the ergonomist (Dempsey et al., 2005). As previously noted, most
ergonomics assessment methods that are available were not designed specifically for office
environments. The tasks performed within offices involve relatively static postures, compared to
the tasks performed in many other workplaces. For this reason, the assessment methods that are
normally used within office environments are relatively simple, including questionnaires and
checklists. Whysall et al. (2004) reported that consultants typically use their own personal
checklists that have been developed based on personal experience. Consulting firms may also have
template checklists that they expect their ergonomists to use. With respect to direct measurement
methods, measuring tapes can be used to quantify relevant dimensions that can be compared to
standards and guidelines and adjusted, as needed (CSA, 2017).
It is also important to document the job and workstation setup with photographic or video
evidence, if possible (Whysall et al., 2004). This is particularly important if a reference is needed
once the ergonomist has left the workplace. Pictures and video can also be used to highlight
problem areas to management so they can confirm issues and enable prioritization of action
(Whysall et al., 2004). However, clients may not grant permission for photographs and videos to
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be taken, so ergonomists need to be prepared to gather the relevant information using a variety of
means. Despite the relative simplicity of most office assessments, using an improper or
inappropriate method that does not accurately reflect potential areas of concern, could lead to
issues being overlooked and not being addressed when compiling recommendations.
Improper Measurement(s)Taken or Recorded
Another potential error that can occur in the assessment stage involves taking and/or recording
improper or incorrect measurements. If values are misread or recorded incorrectly, inappropriate
recommendations could result. Inappropriate recommendations could translate into the original
issues not being properly addressed, and ongoing discomfort or injuries for workers.
1.7.3 The Recommendations
The purpose of recommendations is to address the issues that were found during the
assessment period by providing applicable solutions. Recommendations are not always products
that need to be purchased, as changes can be made to the existing workplace setup at the time of
the assessment (e.g., adjusting the monitor or keyboard and mouse to promote neutral postures) or
to work routines (e.g., taking microbreaks during/between tasks to reduce discomfort). For the
purposes of this project, purchase recommendations will be the focus. Recommendations that
require the purchase of products are given when the worker’s current workstation is missing a
necessary component or lacks the adjustability needed to reduce or eliminate the observed risk
factor(s) that is/are problematic (Sonne et al., 2012). Therefore, recommended products must meet
the needs of users or they will not be successful when implemented. Proposed errors in this stage
include: recommendations that are not specific enough, recommendations that are not tailored
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based on the knowledge of the recipient of the recommendations, recommendations that are not
tailored based on priority, and a lack of commitment from the purchasing person.
Recommendations That are not Specific Enough
When the information provided in recommendations is not specific enough, product selection
errors can result. For example, if a recommendation states “a footrest is required”, it leaves a lot
up for interpretation by anyone whose responsibility it is to place or fill the order. Comparatively,
a more detailed recommendation like, “a static footrest that provides a platform that is 8.9 cm
(3.5”) from the ground, is required. The platform itself should be no smaller than 45.7 cm (18”)
wide x 27.9 cm (11”) deep. The Feet First Footrest would satisfy these requirements”, provides
more detail and would most likely result in a more accurate product purchase. Being more specific
with recommendations is important so that products that impact workers in a negative way are not
selected.
Recommendations That are not Tailored Based on the Knowledge of the Recipient of the
Recommendations
It is difficult to fully assess workplace culture or climate if you have not spent a lot of time
within the company. An inability to do this may keep an ergonomist from framing the
recommendations in a manner that fits the needs of the company, or individual workers.
Establishing a good rapport with a company takes time as it involves having the company’s trust
in what you are doing. Trust comes with successful results. Interestingly, building a rapport with
a company or client might also lead to deficiencies in standard processes, as you must align your
approach with the needs of the client to get hired (Whysall et al., 2004). However, achieving a
balance between clients’ wants and effectively solving the issues, is imperative to successfully
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conclude a project (Whysall et al., 2004). Whysall et al. (2004) outlines several considerations and
reasons for tailoring recommendations to the client’s needs. First, they will be more willing to
accept recommendations if they are framed and tailored to their expectations. It is also important
that the recommendations provided are explained clearly and delivered to the recipient at a level
that they will understand. If a client does not understand the underlying reason behind the
recommendations and their importance, it can impact the success of the implementation.
Disregarding the complexity of the situation may be an underlying factor as to why companies
typically move forward with implementation without the guidance of the consultant and choose to
implement the recommendations that are the easiest and least expensive. However, as stated by
Whysall et al. (2014), ergonomists do not always attempt to understand the level of their client’s
knowledge. One consultant interviewed in their study highlighted that it would be up to the health
and safety representative within the organization to ensure that the recommendations are
understood, as ergonomists are there to explore and assess only the physical aspects of the job.
This highlights a lack of accountability by the ergonomist, who should take responsibility for
educating clients and providing the base knowledge that is required to understand the
recommended products and the steps required for their successful implementation.
Recommendations That are not Tailored Based on Priority
It is common to provide clients with a range of potential solutions that address the complexity
of the noted problem(s) and the likeliness of all recommendations being implemented. Whysall et
al. (2004) also highlighted some important considerations for tailoring recommendations based on
priority. Pragmatically, not all recommendations may be implemented due to organizational
limitations such as cost, time, motivation, and expertise. It is not always an option to implement
all recommendations provided, but some form of action is better than none. Therefore, it is
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important to prioritize recommendations based on the associated risk to workers and work
processes (i.e., high-to-low, as well as short-term and long-term), to increase the likelihood of
action on the client’s part. Clearly outlining the severity of an issue influences the client’s
acceptance to act. Framing the recommendations to clients in this manner is important, as
recommendations are only beneficial if they are implemented.
Lack of Commitment from the Financial Representative(s)
Financial representatives (e.g., within the purchasing department) from companies are
typically not involved in the OWARPI process until after the assessment has been completed
(Whysall et al., 2004). As suggested based on anecdotal evidence, as provided by ergonomists in
the field, full support for an action plan to implement recommendations that have been made can
be taken away once the financial implications have been fully assessed. Even with support from
other levels of management, recommendations are not always followed through on. By including
the purchaser in the initial contact stage prior to the assessment taking place, costs and issues can
be discussed up front and the purpose and importance of the full process can be emphasized.
1.7.4 The Product Purchasing
Another critical factor within the OWARPI process that does not appear to have been
researched to date is related to where the recommended products are coming from. Although it
may appear to be a simple task to match the correct product with what is recommended within the
OWARPI process, there are apparent barriers that can influence product selection accuracy. For
the purpose of this document, product providers will be defined as individuals working for
companies who are responsible for aiding and selecting office ergonomic products for clients; they
are key players in product purchasing. Based on anecdotal evidence provided by an ergonomist in
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the year 2020, improper products are being selected, and products are being selected and
implemented based on the assurances of the product providers that the products selected are
appropriate. Proposed errors seen with improper product selection from product providers include:
lack of knowledge and understanding of ergonomics, disregarding ergonomics as important, and
false reassurance, and vendor contracts.
Lack of Knowledge and Understanding of Ergonomics
Ergonomists have anecdotally stated that some product providers do not have an appropriate
knowledge of ergonomics. As a result, product providers cannot help employers select an
appropriate product for their unique situations. For example, if someone requires a workstation
that has sit-stand capabilities, there are a multitude of follow up questions that should be asked by
the product provider to get a clear understanding of the user’s anthropometric needs, potential
restrictions, and job task requirements to ensure the selected option will work in their given
situation. Assuming that all “ergonomic” products have similar characteristics that will address
different areas of concern, is a huge misconception and error in judgment. Therefore, at the very
least, product providers must be educated on the principles of ergonomics and know how to apply
them in unique situations. If a product provider’s knowledge and understanding of ergonomics in
a given setting is poor, it can contribute to improper product selection.
Disregarding Ergonomics as Important
A potential reason why some product providers lack the appropriate knowledge and
understanding of ergonomics is because they do not see it as being important. The importance of
understanding ergonomics is dictated in part by the company in which product providers work. If
the company does not convey the importance of ergonomics knowledge to their employees,
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product provides are less likely to incorporate ergonomic considerations while selecting product
for customers. In the year 2019, a local ergonomist reported anecdotally that a popular local vendor
said to them that ergonomics is not important unless there is a problem. This statement is false and
misleading to potential buyers. Vendors should be educated on the importance of user-centred
design and incorporate that into the furniture and associated items they provide to their clients.
False Reassurance
Being falsely reassured could create a deliberate or unintentional error during the OWARPI
process. Deliberate false reassurance may occur since product providers have a mandate to sell
products for their employers. Some companies have incentive-based sales that may promote
quantity over quality of sales. This, paired with potential knowledge gaps of purchasers, creates
an environment of dishonesty that may not be caught until the user’s discomforts exacerbate or an
ergonomist notices that an improper device has been installed when they follow up to check on
their client (if they are even allowed the opportunity for a follow up). Unintentional false
reassurance would be attributed to a lack of knowledge and understanding on the product
provider’s part. For example, they can emphasize how they carry an “ergonomic” option for a
given item and reassure the client that it will work, even if the item is not suitable for the specific
user (e.g., they carry an “ergonomic” vertical mouse, but the user is having significant abduction
issues and requires a centred mousing option like a Rollermouse). In either case, this can leave
employers with unnecessary expenditures and frustrations as the initial issue may remain or could
have been made worse by using inappropriate products.
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Vendor Contracts
It is not uncommon that companies have vendor contracts with other companies (i.e., where
they purchase cleaning supplies, paper, coffee, etc.). However, vendor contracts can come with
certain restrictions that have negative outcomes. For example, a company may have a vendor
contract with another company that can supply a variety of ergonomic devices, including standard
keyboards. Since the company is under contract to purchase from a specific vendor,
recommendations for a particular piece of equipment, such as a specialty keyboard, that is not
carried by the vendor, will not be fulfilled, even though the recommended device would address
the needs of the user. In this case, the user might receive a product that is not what was
recommended or necessary to resolve their specific issue and could potentially exacerbate it. In
this way, vendor contracts are a significant barrier to overcome for companies when trying to
recommend and implement specific specialty products for their employees.
1.7.5 Implementation
After ergonomic products are purchased, several other steps need to be taken to promote
implementation success. Proposed errors that can occur during the implementation stage include:
lack of training, lack of follow up, company’s motivation for initial assessment request, and
trialing period for the products.
Lack of Training
The literature is silent on whether office accessories, furniture, and equipment are being used
properly by users once implemented after an assessment. However, there is evidence of the benefits
of general office ergonomics training. Unless an individual is familiar with ergonomic principles,
it would be difficult for them to know how to properly work within their workspace. Employees
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are often unaware of what the current office ergonomic guidelines and standards are since they
have never had any formal training through their employer (anecdotal evidence). Training
provided through the assessment process with the ergonomist can improve knowledge that can be
recalled long-term. In particular, training can improve an individual’s workstation habits (Green,
DeJoy & Olejnik, 2005; Mahmud et al., 2011). However, despite the positive outcomes of training,
if the equipment being used lacks adjustability, training alone may not help. Amick et al. (2003)
investigated the effects of different ergonomic interventions on MSD symptoms across three
groups (a control group, a training-only group, and a group that received a highly adjustable chair
along with the training). Statistically significant differences were observed for symptom
progression at a 12-month follow-up for the chair and training groups only, though both
intervention groups experienced improvements. This emphasizes the need for training and
adjustability so that the desired postures can be realized.
Educating users regarding newly implemented items through training will improve
implementation success. As indicated previously, Odell & Johnson (2015) reported favourable
results with angled concept mice, but it was noted that participants were not holding them properly.
This reduced the quality of the posture they would have had, if they been trained to use them
properly. Ergonomists have anecdotally noted that it is not uncommon for employees to receive
new office accessories, equipment, and/or furniture without proper training on their functions and
use. For example, if a new chair with specific functions to better support a user is purchased, but
they are unaware of the features and simply sit in the chair as it came without adjusting it, the chair
may not resolve the issues observed during the assessment period and may contribute to even
poorer postures over time. Clearly, proper training involving the use of new items is paramount to
their acceptance and success.
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Lack of Follow-up
It is important to monitor and follow-up with clients once changes have been implemented
(CSA, 2017). The importance of this step cannot be overstated. Consultants often do not have the
chance to see if their recommendations are implemented correctly and evaluate the success of the
changes, as they are not given the chance for a follow-up visit (Whysall et al., 2004). Anecdotal
evidence provided by ergonomists in the year 2020 support this point. Companies may not
understand the complexity of some ergonomic issues that may need to be revisited and adjusted if
progress is not seen (Whysall et al., 2004). There is no way to know with certainty if the changes
were implemented successfully without a follow-up with the client. Unfortunately, companies may
not be willing to invest money into a follow-up visit. Practicing ergonomists reported having
greater success in follow-up visits if the visit was free of charge (anecdotal evidence). In the initial
contract negotiation, the proposal of a follow-up visit may be interpreted by companies as a lack
of credibility on the part of a consultant. This may impact their decision to hire the consultant at
the outset (Whysall et al., 2004).
In addition, without a follow-up visit, the ergonomist cannot see if the product was
implemented appropriately or at all. Though a recommended product may seem straightforward,
there are differences between products that can impact their use and performance. Individuals
within a company who are responsible for the selection and purchase of ergonomic products may
not have a good understanding of ergonomics. This issue may not be a major one if the problem is
simple and can be corrected proactively. However, with complicated cases where employees are
in pain, their knowledge and understanding of the problem, and taking the necessary steps to
resolve the issue, are critical. If an employer has limited knowledge of ergonomics, they will have
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to trust the product provider’s knowledge and understanding to select the appropriate product for
their employee. Even then, a follow-up visit is still required to monitor their progress.
Company’s Motivation for the Initial Assessment
The company’s motivation for the initial assessment is also a factor that influences how
successfully recommendations are implemented (Whysall et al., 2004). Anecdotal evidence
provided by an ergonomist suggests that assessment requests could be prompted by a health and
safety inspection or audit that require the company to investigate a situation. The intent of this type
of assessment request is not necessarily about helping an employee, but rather to provide evidence
that something was investigated; that they did what was required of them. The motivation behind
the assessment can also depend on the work culture, which varies between companies. If a
company values their employees, they are more likely to be open-minded, receptive, and accepting
of the recommendations needed to improve the health and safety of their workers (Whysall et al.,
2004).
Trialing Products Prior to Committing to Purchasing
Another factor that can impact the success of implementing a product is whether or not a
trialing period is provided for a recommended product prior to committing to purchase it. Users
may not adapt well to recommended items, so a trial period (ideally with multiple items like
keyboards and mice) is suggested to allow them to select an item that feels right for them. Slight
differences between like items may elicit different responses for the same user, and influence
whether they are willing to use a particular item or not. Therefore, providing users with choice
initially, based on a reasonable trial of the product, could potentially improve the implementation
outcome of the product later.
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1.8 Area of Investigation
As proposed herein, errors that are made during the stages of an OWARPI process can
negatively impact the successful implementation of appropriate ergonomic devices and equipment.
It was beyond the scope of this thesis to evaluate all stages and errors of this process. This thesis
focused solely on the accuracy and appropriateness of the selections that product providers made
within the purchasing stage, based on recommendations of varying complexities given to them by
clients. In addition, their competency for ensuring that their product selections were appropriate
were evaluated based on the inquiries they made to fill in any gaps that they perceived in the order
requests they received. Five other factors of interest were examined based on responses provided
by the product providers that may have impacted the client’s experience. Four of these factors
(importance of ergonomics, reassurance, knowledge and competency, and training) were be posed
as follow-up questions. The last factor, educating without probing, assessed if the product provider
was proactively educating the client in their initial responses prior to the follow-up questions. By
investigating this stage of the OWARPI process, a greater understanding of the potential errors
associated with, and thus the potential resolutions for, improper office ergonomic product
purchasing, was gained.
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CHAPTER 2: INTRODUCTION
Ergonomics, derived from the Greek words for work and physical laws (Marmaras et al.,
1999), can focus on both cognitive and physical aspects related to how humans interact with their
work. Cognitive ergonomics, or human factors, concentrates on facets such as memory, perception,
and motor response in order to determine how mental processes affect how humans interact with
other elements in their environment (Mehta, 2016). Physical ergonomics can involve
anthropometric, physiological, and biomechanical characteristics of humans and how they relate
to performing work (Mehta, 2016). A primary focus of physical ergonomics has been injury
prevention from a reactive perspective (Fernandes & Batiz, 2020). Research related to injury
prevention and ergonomics has been conducted in manufacturing (e.g., Maryam et al., 2020),
healthcare (e.g., Andersen et al., 2019), and office work environments (e.g., Shariat et al., 2018).
Although there is an abundance of research related to office ergonomics, it has traditionally
targeted the development of furniture and equipment, assessment approaches, and implementation
programs. There is a relative lack of research related to the process by which ergonomic products
are assessed, recommended, purchased, and implemented. In particular, the role and knowledge of
product providers within this process have not been evaluated.
A primary focus of office ergonomics is ensuring workstations are properly set up for
workers. If an individual is performing tasks at a workstation that is not setup optimally for them,
they may experience pain and discomfort, which could interfere with the worker’s productivity or
satisfaction, resulting in increased costs for the employer. Ergonomic training can improve an
individual’s workstation habits (Green et al., 2005; Mahmud et al., 2011). However, Amick et al.
(2003), found that training needs to be implemented in conjunction with providing the appropriate
office furniture or equipment (e.g., highly adjustable chair) to see the best results for reducing or
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preventing musculoskeletal injuries among office workers. Although training and education are
important considerations for workers and ergonomists in the office environment, they are just as
important for the individuals who are filling orders and providing ergonomic products to clients.
If inappropriate products are implemented following workplace assessments, it can have a
negative impact on the wellbeing of workers, as the issues that the products were intended to
address may remain problematic. This can contribute to unsuccessful outcomes for the worker,
such as discomfort or musculoskeletal disorders. Inappropriate product selection is an error that
can negatively impact a worker, but there are also errors that can occur prior to products being
selected that can contribute to unsuccessful outcomes. Even if an appropriate product is selected,
there are also errors that can impact successful implementation. Although research has been
conducted related to office workstation assessments, recommendations, and implementations,
these are typically examined independently and research usually excludes the potential impact of
errors that may occur during product purchasing. Assessment, recommendation, product
purchasing, and implementation are four distinct stages of an overall process involving the
purchase of products for office workstations. For the purpose of this thesis, Figure 7 outlines the
Office Workstation, Assessment, Recommendation, Purchasing, and Implementation (OWARPI)
process. There are four stages within the process, the assessment, the recommendation, the product
purchasing, and the implementation, each with unique potential errors that can occur. These errors
can affect proper product implementation unless caught and addressed appropriately.
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Figure 7: Proposed Office Workstation Assessment, Recommendation, Purchasing and
Implementation (OWARPI) process. Outline of the four stages and potential errors proposed for
each.

Though all stages of the process are important, there is no existing research in the literature
that has addressed the product purchasing stage. Although it may appear to be a simple task to
match the correct product with what is recommended, there are apparent barriers that can influence
product selection accuracy. For this study, product providers are defined as individuals working
for companies who are responsible for aiding and selecting office ergonomic products for clients.
They are key players in the product purchasing stage. In the year 2020, an ergonomist provided
anecdotal evidence indicating that improper products are often being selected for clients by product
providers. The improper selection of products may be a result of a number of factors, including a
lack of knowledge and understanding of ergonomics, disregarding ergonomics as important, false
reassurance, and vendor contracts.
If a product provider has a lack of knowledge and understanding of ergonomics they cannot
help employers select an appropriate product for their unique situations. For example, if someone
requires a workstation that has sit-stand capabilities, there are a multitude of follow up questions
that should be asked by the provider to get a clear understanding of the user’s anthropometric
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needs, potential restrictions, and job task requirements to ensure the selected option will work in
their given situation. Assuming that all “ergonomic” products have similar characteristics that will
address different areas of concern is a huge misconception and error in judgment. Therefore, at the
very least, product providers must be educated on the principles of ergonomics and know how to
apply them in unique situations. If a product provider’s knowledge and understanding of
ergonomics in a given setting is poor, it can contribute to improper product selection.
One reason why product providers may be lacking appropriate knowledge and
understanding of ergonomics is because they may disregard ergonomics as being important. This
may stem from a lack of support for ergonomics within the company that the product provider
works. In the year 2019, a local ergonomist reported anecdotally that a popular local vendor said
to them that ergonomics is not important unless there is a problem. This statement is false and
misleading to potential buyers. Product providers should be educated on the importance of usercentred design and incorporate that into the furniture and associated items they provide to their
clients.
Deliberate false reassurances may occur since product providers have a mandate to sell
products, as they work for businesses. Some companies have incentive-based sales that may
promote quantity over quality of sales. This, paired with potential knowledge gaps of purchasers,
creates an environment of dishonesty that may not be caught until the user’s discomforts
exacerbate or an ergonomist notices that an improper device has been installed when they follow
up with their client. Unintentional false reassurance would be attributed to a lack of knowledge
and understanding on the part of the product providers. For example, they may emphasize how
they carry an “ergonomic” item, and reassure a client that it will work, even if it is not suitable for
the specific user. In either case, false reassurances can leave employers with unnecessary
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expenditure and frustration as the initial issue may remain or could have worsened by using
inappropriate products.
Vendor contracts have their advantages but can come with restrictions that can have
negative outcomes and create significant barriers when attempting to buy specific specialty
ergonomic products for an employee that they do not carry. Although vendor contracts were not
evaluated in this study, they are an important part of the purchasing process, and can contribute to
purchasing errors.
While the entire OWARPI process is important, it was beyond the scope of this thesis to
evaluate all the stages and the potential errors that can occur within them. This thesis focused
solely on product purchasing and evaluated the accuracy and appropriateness of the selections that
product providers made, based on the recommendations of varying complexities given to them by
clients. In addition, their competency for ensuring that their product selections were appropriate
were evaluated based on the inquiries they made to fill in any gaps that they perceived in the order
requests they received. Five other factors of interest were examined based on responses provided
by the product provider that may impact the client’s experience. Four of these factors (importance
of ergonomics, reassurance, knowledge and competency, and training) were posed as follow up
questions. The last factor, educating without probing, assessed if the product provider was
proactively educating the client in their initial responses prior to the follow up questions. By
investigating this section of the OWARPI process, a greater understanding of the potential errors
associated with, and thus potential resolutions for, improper office ergonomic product purchasing,
were gained.
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Therefore, the purpose of this research was to examine responses from product providers
of office ergonomic products and evaluate how they pertained to product selection and the other
five factors of interest (importance of ergonomics, reassurance, knowledge and competency,
training, and educating without probing). This was further analyzed by addressing the following
research questions:
1. When comparing between product provider companies, did the mean Product Selection
scores vary based on scenario level complexities?
•

Expected outcome: Mean Product Selection scores would be greater for easy scenarios
than for medium and hard scenarios, and Product Selection scores would be greater for
medium scenarios than for hard scenarios.

2. When comparing between product provider companies, did mean scores for the Other
Factors scores vary based on alias?
•

Expected outcome: Mean scores for the Other Factors would be similar based on
product provider responses across aliases.

3

Did mean Product Selection scores and Other Factors scores differ when companies were
compared based on their self-identification as being/not being an ergonomic company?
•

Expected outcome: Companies identifying as ergonomic would have greater mean
Product Selection and Other Factors scores.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
The original design of this study called for only one set of procedures. However, a second
part was added to the study to address an issue which emerged during data collection.
Consequently, aspects of the methods will be presented in two parts.
3.0 Study Companies
Part One:
Fifteen (n=15) companies that provide office ergonomic products and service Ontario, Canada
were selected for this study following online searches. The companies that came up when
searching for “ergonomic products” were considered for inclusion in the study. Eligibility was
determined based on three inclusion criteria. First, they had to sell all three categories of office
ergonomic products: desks, chairs, and ergonomic office accessories. They had to service Ontario,
Canada. Due to the restrictions related to in-person interactions posed by the COVID-19 pandemic,
the investigator only communicated with the product providers at eligible companies through
online means. Therefore, the companies had to have a website which allows for email and/or live
chat option(s). As according to ethical clearance, the names of the 15 companies will remain
anonymous so the results from the study will not directly impact them.
Using the search engine Google, an initial query using keyboards such as “ergonomic
company”, “ergonomic products”, and “Ontario” yielded greater than 564,000 results in 0.60
seconds. The corresponding links from the search were then analyzed for companies that met the
inclusion criteria. This number quickly decreased and reached a saturation point within a few web
pages due to the limited number of eligible links. Most links featured a general ergonomic term on
the page but did not represent a product provider company’s webpage or include a product provider
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company that was outside of Ontario or even Canada. Fifteen companies (product providers) were
eligible for the study. Each of the 15 companies provided products from all three product categories
(chairs, desks, and accessories). Six of the companies self-identified as being “ergonomic” and
nine did not. Ten companies had both email and live chat options for communication, whereas five
companies had email only.
Although 15 companies were originally included in this study, nine companies were removed
post-data collection. Three of the excluded companies failed to contribute any responses, and an
additional six companies provided incomplete responses (24% and 28% missing data for Product
Selection and Other Factors scoring, respectively). Unfortunately, due to the removal of these
companies, there was only one company that identified as ergonomic that remained. As a result,
the third research question which was intended to compare the performance of ergonomic
companies and non-ergonomic companies in both Product Selection and Other Factors could not
be answered. This will be discussed further in subsequent sections. To address the lack of data
collected to evaluate ergonomic companies, an additional analysis (Part Two) was added to the
study, which featured seven alternative ergonomic companies (see description below).
Part Two:
The original study was designed to compare the results between companies that self-identified
as being or not being an ergonomic company. This was not possible in the end since the majority
of ergonomic companies were excluded in part one due to a number of factors that resulted in a
considerable lack of data. To address this limitation, an additional analysis was devised to provide
data and perspective from companies that identified as ergonomic. Thus, in part two of the study,
seven additional companies that provide office ergonomic products and service Ontario, Canada
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were selected following online searches. A similar search strategy to part one was used, with a few
modifications. To be eligible for part two of the study, companies had to self-identify as being
ergonomic, and they needed to sell two categories of office ergonomic products: desks and chairs.
This latter factor is important because nine ergonomic companies in part one ended up being
excluded (Table 1) because they did not provide certain ergonomic accessories, despite indicating
or implying otherwise on their websites. Of the seven companies included in part two, five had
both live chat and email options on their websites and two had email only. As with the analysis in
part one, the names of the seven ergonomic companies in part two will remain anonymous in this
thesis.
Table 1: Company demographics for the two parts of the study.
Company

Type of Products Available
Chairs Desks Accessories

Self-identified as
Ergonomic?

Included in
analysis?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No

Part One

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Yes

No
No
No

Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Part Two
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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3.1 Materials and Instruments
Part One:
This study involved sending each of the 15 companies a total of 15 vignettes. However, rather
than sending each vignette separately, six aliases were created, to increase the realism of the
scenarios. The product providers at each company were presented information from each alias as
if they were a real-life client. Each alias was assigned their own unique set of vignettes, none with
overlapping scenarios. After all 15 companies received each of the 15 vignettes from six different
aliases, a Product Selection score (based on the complexity levels of the vignettes) and an Other
Factors score (based on the performance at the alias level) were determined. Figure 8 provides an
illustration of the method framework, the components of which will be detailed further below.

Figure 8: Study method framework for part one. Six aliases were assigned a unique set of the 15
vignettes. Each vignette was categorized into one of three complexity levels: easy (green or 1-5);
medium (yellow or 6-10); or hard (red or 11-15). All 15 of the companies selected for this study
received the vignettes. The outcomes were a Product Selection score, and an Other Factors score.
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3.1.1 Vignettes
A set of 15 vignettes were created to provide real-life ergonomic product recommendations to
product providers with inquiries that were consistent with what they would typically receive from
clients. Three individuals with extensive knowledge and experience pertaining to office
ergonomics were consulted in the development of the vignettes to assess whether the content was
reflective of what would be represented in a routine request while seeking out ergonomic products.
The content of the vignettes varied in complexity, number of required items, and other factors. See
Appendix D for an example of vignette layout.
Complexity
There were three categories of vignettes in terms of their complexity: easy (5 vignettes),
medium (5 vignettes), hard (5 vignettes). Easy vignettes consisted of straightforward
recommendations that should not have required additional information to select an appropriate
product. The vignettes were created using knowledge of basic ergonomic principles. For example,
“I have an employee who needs a footrest that is static and has a 3-inch platform, as well as two
monitor stands for their two monitors that will raise them each by 2 inches”. In this inquiry, all
the relevant information to make an appropriate product selection is present. The product provider
should have been able to select an appropriate product that matches the required specifications.
Medium vignettes required product providers to have more than a basic ergonomic
background knowledge compared to the easy vignettes. As a result, the medium vignettes should
have required product providers to ask for additional information to have a clear understanding of
the situation before recommending appropriate products. For example, “I have an employee who
needs a sit-stand”. Although this appears to be a straightforward statement, the product provider
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should have asked for additional information regarding the job tasks performed (what kind of work
was being performed and where on the desk), and work height information (what are the optimal
seated and standing heights), both of which could have impacted the type of sit-stand that was
required. All the information that was initially missing from the opening question, but was
important for appropriate product selection, was outlined on a scoring sheet for each independent
vignette (see Section “Vignette Information Score Sheet” below for more information). This
ensured that the information provided to the product providers was standardized and offered a
general backstory to the employee who was requiring products.
Designed to be more complex, the hard vignettes required product providers to seek additional
information from aliases that would have contributed to successful product selection. The amount
of problem solving required for the hard vignettes was also greater than what was required for the
easy and medium vignettes. For example, “We have an employee who is fairly large and has
significant restrictions with his return-to-work accommodations. He needs a sit-stand and chair”.
In this case, there was quite a bit of missing information that should have been sought out by the
product provider to properly select products that would be appropriate for the worker. By including
a return-to-work accommodation into the scenario, the information regarding restrictions became
paramount to appropriate accommodation. In addition, it was alluded to that the employee is large
(e.g., overweight, obese). Although sometimes sensitive, it is important to know the person’s
weight and height to ensure the chair selected was able to appropriately support the user. The hard
vignettes also had the relevant missing information provided on their individual scoring sheet.
The categorization of the vignettes as easy, medium, and hard was done to reflect realistic
situations of how actual clients can approach companies with product recommendations – some
may be clear and straightforward, whereas others may lack detail and be more involved. It was up
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to the product providers to assess the available information to ensure they recommended
appropriate and applicable products. Thus, the vignettes provided a specific amount of information
for each complexity category, but they remained open-ended to allow providers the opportunity to
continue the conversation and extract required information relevant to product selections.
Number of Required Items
In addition to the three complexity levels, the vignettes also differed in terms of the number of
items required per situation. The range in required items reflected the number of items that may
have been needed to address the situation presented by the alias. To have made an appropriate
selection, the ergonomic literacy of the product providers needed to include when to recommend
a product, how a product would work (or would not work) within the situation, and how it
interacted with other products.
Other Factors
Five Other Factors of interest were examined based on responses provided by the product
providers that may have also had an impact on the experience of the aliases. Four of these factors,
Knowledge and Competency (K/C), Training (T), Reassurance (R), and Importance of Ergonomics
(IE), were follow-up questions and were incorporated into certain vignettes. The K/C inquiries
were created to see if the product providers could appropriately and clearly explain inquiries posed
by the alias about office ergonomic concepts or features on items. An example of a question that
could have been posed is “Can you tell me what makes this chair ergonomic?”. The T inquiries
were created to see if the product providers expressed the importance and value of training when
asked about general training concepts. For example, “Should the employee be trained on how to
use the chair?”. The IE inquiries were created to see if the product providers expressed the
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importance of ergonomics when asked whether ergonomics is important. For example, “Do you
think ergonomics is important because these seem like such little changes?”. Finally, R inquiries
were created to see if the product providers provided reassurance that a product would work only
when the product did in fact work in the given situation. For example, “Will this work for sure?”.
Please reference Appendix C for details about which follow-up inquiries are asked for each
vignette.
The last factor, Educating Without Probing (EWP), assessed if the product providers were
proactively educating aliases in their initial responses prior to the follow up questions. Unlike the
other four factors, EWP did not involve follow-up questions, but rather considered whether the
product providers were educating aliases on their own without probing. EWP was not unique to
each individual vignette like the other factors, but was relevant at an alias (or individual client)
level (discussed further in Scoring Section).
3.1.2 Aliases
A set of six aliases were created to mimic clients who reach out to the product providers with
product inquiries. Each alias had a gender-neutral name, email, company name, and their own
unique writing style and backstory that aided in differentiating them.
Each alias had a number of vignettes associated uniquely with them. For example, alias 1 was
responsible for delivering vignettes 2, 5, 7, and 10 (Figure 8). Grouping vignettes required fewer
aliases to be created, and also mimicked life-like scenarios with employers who would be inquiring
about the needs of multiple employees at once. In addition, each alias featured all four of the Other
Factors once within their associated vignettes as follow up inquiries. EWP was assessed based on
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the presence or absence of educational factors throughout the conversation between product
providers and each alias.
Multiple aliases were utilized for a few reasons. First, multiple aliases helped to keep the study
simpler and organized. If a single client had reached out with 15 independent inquiries, the product
providers could have gotten confused by the amount of information sent at once, which may have
impacted their responses and thus their scores. In addition, having 15 independent inquiries that
varied dramatically in terms of how they were written (e.g., specific information given one time
vs. very little information provided at other times), and the amount of overlapping material (e.g.,
asking about relevance of ergonomics and training multiple times could have resulted in a concept
being addressed and explanations being requested more than once), may have caused product
providers to become suspicious of the situation. From the investigator’s perspective, responses
from 15 product providers for 15 inquiries each would have been challenging to keep organized
and may have led to key pieces of information being missed or misinterpreted.
3.1.3 Vignette Information and Score Sheets (VISSs)
Vignette Information and Score Sheets (VISSs) were created to keep the important
information, considerations, and scoring features for each independent vignette in a unique
location. Therefore, all 15 vignettes had their own individualized VISS that included the necessary
tools to efficiently score each vignette interaction independently. Within Canada, the Canadian
Standards Association (CSA) Z412 document entitled Office ergonomics – An application
standard for workplace ergonomics is a primary and valuable source of current best practices for
office ergonomics. For the purpose of this study, the document was at times utilized to support the
features deemed essential for product selection accuracy. While the CSA (2017) document does
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include some accessories, which are used to accommodate anthropometric needs and/or ease the
user’s compatibility with their workstation, there are several accessories that are not included in
the guidelines. Due to their relevance in an office setting, additional accessories were included in
this study. Reference Appendix A for the full list of accessories and Appendix B for the full list of
the furniture and equipment used.
There were three distinct sections on a VISS: the Vignette Information Section, the Scoring
Section, and a section on Product Accuracy Scoring Guidance.
Vignette Information Section
This section of the VISS outlined the information that may have been required when
interacting with the product providers, as well as other components that helped to keep the scoring
process organized (See Appendix D). It included the alias that was being used for the vignette, the
introduction statement that was provided by the alias when talking with the product providers, and
the inquiry that was specific to that vignette. There was a description of the employee and the job
to give context to the situation, much like a case study. This information was not available to the
product providers, but rather it was to ensure the investigator provided a standardized and relevant
background. Additionally, a “missing details” section contained information that could have been
provided to the product providers if they asked. Although not needed in the easy vignettes, the
missing information was critical for the medium and hard vignettes, which required product
providers to pose additional questions to ensure proper product selection. Missing details were
included on the sheet to help standardize the responses to the product providers. As clients do not
always have enough knowledge of ergonomics to know what certain things mean, presenting
product providers with scenarios that included missing details reflects the reality of some
purchasing scenarios.
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Scoring Section
The scoring section of the VISS had three components, but was divided into two sections for
scoring purposes: product accuracy (product type and proper feature) and engagement (general
attentiveness and further understanding the problem) were paired together to generate scores for
Product Selection. The Other Factors had its own separate scores. The Product Selection section
had a maximum of 23 points on each VISS: product type (3 points), proper features (10 points),
general attentiveness (5 points), and further understanding the problem (5 points). To maintain a
consistent maximum score on each VISS (which allowed for comparisons to be made between
vignettes that ranged in product requirement), an average score was produced for both the product
type and proper features based on the scoring of multiple items. For example, if a vignette had two
product types, product type A would have received a score and product type B would have received
a score. The overall product type point score for the vignette was the mean of the scores for A and
B. The investigator also took notes regarding the interactions to give additional context to scoring
and observations, where applicable.
For the Other Factors scoring, the available points per VISS varied as the Other Factors were
relevant at the alias level and not directly related to each vignette. The scale for scoring for the
Other Factors was always 10-points per factor, and each alias featured each of the five Other
Factors once within their associated block of vignettes. This allowed for a maximum of 50 points
per alias. For a breakdown of the scoring component definitions and value range that were used
to score each VISS, please reference the scoring table in Appendix E.
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Product Accuracy Scoring Guidance
The product accuracy scoring guidance contained specific details that were unique to each
vignette regarding considerations for product features. This section was included to stay organized
and consistent, reducing the chance of missing important details or making potential errors while
scoring. This section also provided guidance as to why points were given or taken away. Examples
of product accuracy scoring guidance could be found at the end of each independent VISS (see
Appendix D). It is important to note that these were intended for scoring guidance. The product
providers could have selected products that fell outside of the listed items on the scoring guidance
section. If the selected product did in fact work in the vignette scenario, they would have received
the points.
The investigator who was responsible for scoring judgement decisions related to the
correctness of the products had various qualifications to efficiently complete the task. The
investigator had graduate-level education in ergonomics, and several years of work experience
specific to office ergonomics consulting and product knowledge. Given the situational parameters
of each vignette, judgement calls in product accuracy were determined based on the investigator’s
experience and expertise.
Part Two:
The Study Method Framework for part two mirrored part one with a few modifications (Figure
9). Part two only featured three aliases who were each responsible for one vignette of a different
complexity level (easy, medium, hard). The three vignettes were structured to still provide a reallife ergonomic product recommendation to product providers with inquiries that were consistent
with what they would typically receive from clients. Unlike part one, the vignettes for part two did
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not vary on required items; each vignette only required a chair and sit-stand since these were two
items all seven companies carried that were included in part two. The seven companies that were
included in part two were not included in part one and were newly selected companies. Each of
the five Other Factors were featured once per alias and since there were only three vignettes and
three aliases, this resulted in all Other Factors being present in each vignette. A table outlining the
above information for part two can be found in Appendix C. Similar to part one, each of the three
aliases had their own individualized identity, and the structure of the three new VISSs remained
consistent (i.e., Vignette Information Score Section, The Scoring Section, and Product Accuracy
Scoring Guidance).

Figure 9: Study method framework for part two. Three aliases were assigned one of three
vignettes. Each of the three vignettes were of a different complexity level; easy (green or vignette
3); medium (yellow or vignette 2); and hard (red or vignette 1). All 7 companies selected for this
study received the three vignettes. The outcomes were a Product Selection score, and an Other
Factors score.
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3.2 Procedure
The procedure for both part one and part two utilized an alias vignette blocked procedure. As
described previously, each alias had their own set of vignettes (See Appendix C). An alias and their
set of vignettes was referred to as a block. All of part one was completed prior to the
commencement of part two. Data collection began with the first block of inquiries being sent to
all 15 companies for part one, and then to all 7 companies for part two. Scoring was completed on
an ongoing basis for each block as responses were received. The investigator also took notes in
situations such as: if there were any interesting or different responses received, when and reasons
as to why a response may not have been received, and any notable interactions with product
providers. Once the responses were collected and scoring was completed for the first block, the
second block was sent to all companies. This process continued until all blocks were sent and
completed (See Appendix F).
3.3 Statistical Analyses
Part One:
As noted, 15 companies were originally included in this study. However, three companies did
not provide any responses due to email/live chat communications being unavailable (Company
13), a company policy that stated they cannot provide information to clients online about product
provision (Company 10), and the requirement to input credit card information prior to accessing
customer service help (Company 14). As no data were collected for these three companies, they
were excluded post-data collection.
Of the remaining 12 companies, six did not provide complete responses for all six blocks (i.e.,
alias interactions). Out of a potential 180 observations for Product Selection scoring for all
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remaining 12 companies (15 observations for 12 companies), 137 observations were recorded (i.e.,
24% missing data). Additionally, out of a potential 360 observations for Other Factors scoring for
the remaining 12 companies (30 observations for the remaining 12 companies), 262 observations
were recorded (28% missing data). Please see Figures G1 and G2 in Appendix G for a complete
assessment of missing data (%).
Deletion and imputation techniques could be exercised when there are missing data. It is
important that missing data are dealt with properly, otherwise external validity can be threatened,
and inaccurate conclusions may be drawn (El-Masri & Fox-Wasylyshyn, 2005). When designing
the study, it was not anticipated that several companies would fail to provide responses for all
requests for information. As the missing data were beyond the control of the investigator, were not
intentional by study design, and were related specifically to the companies, this situation can be
attributed to extraneous factors (El-Masri & Fox-Wasylyshyn, 2005). Due to the nature of the
scoring, deleting variables was not a viable option. Prior to deleting cases (or companies)
altogether, imputation techniques were considered. However, given that the missing data were
assumed to be missing in a systematic pattern and exceeded the limit of 10% (24% and 28% of
data were missing for Product Selection and Other Factors, respectively), multiple imputations
was not a suitable option (Roth, 1994).
Ultimately, statistical analyses were run on the data from product provider companies that
completed the study in its entirety. Of the six companies, five identified as being non-ergonomic
and one identified as being ergonomic. As noted, since there was only one ergonomic company
that remained, the third research question that intended to compare ergonomic companies and nonergonomic companies Product Selection and Other Factors scores, could not be assessed. For this
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reason, only research question one and research question two were addressed. Analyses were
performed using IBM SPSS statistics 27 software with a 95% level of confidence.
A repeated measures analysis of variance (RMANOVA) was planned to compare means
between the product provider companies’ Product Selection scores at the three levels of scenario
complexity (Research Question 1). However, the assumption of normality was violated for the
mean Product Selection scores of the easy complexity level, with a statistically significant ShapiroWilk value (p = 0.000). For this reason, the Friedman non-parametric test was run. Differences
between levels of scenario complexity were assessed using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a
Bonferroni correction applied.
A RMANOVA was also planned to compare the means between product provider companies’
Other Factors scores at the six alias levels (Research Question 2). However, two assumptions
associated with a RMANOVA were violated. There were two significant outliers found for alias 3
for companies 6 and 7. In addition, the assumption of normality was violated for the mean Other
Factors scores for all six alias levels (statistically significant Shapiro-Wilk values (p = 0.000) for
all). For this reason, to detect differences among Other Factors score means, a Friedman nonparametric test was run. Post hoc analysis involved Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a Bonferroni
correction.
Part Two:
Part two originally included seven ergonomic companies, one of which was removed because
they did not provide answers in two of the three blocks (66% missing data). The research questions
for this second phase were the same as for part one. In doing this, the results provided insights into
how companies that self-identified as ergonomic performed with similar scenarios. Although
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direct comparisons cannot be made between part one and part two, similarities and differences will
be explored in the discussion section.
A RMANOVA was run to compare means between the product provider companies’ Product
Selection scores at the three complexity levels (Research Question 1). All assumptions were met.
To compare the means between product provider companies’ Other Factors scores at the three
alias levels (Research Question 2), a RMANOVA was also planned. However, the assumption of
normality was violated for the mean Other Factors scores for all three alias levels (statistically
significant Shapiro-Wilk values of p = 0.000, p = 0.000, and p= 0.001, for alias 1, alias 2, and alias
3, respectively). Thus, a Friedman non-parametric test was run.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
As both part one and part two address the same research questions, the results have been
presented together.
Research Question 1: When comparing between product provider companies, do the mean Product
Selection scores vary based on scenario level complexities?
It was revealed from the Friedman test in part one, that there was an overall statistically
significant difference for median Product Selection scores based on the complexity level of the
vignette, X2(2) = 15.314, p = 0.000. As the Friedman test is completed via an omnibus approach,
post hoc analysis was required when a statistically significant difference was determined. Thus, a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied due to multiple
comparisons, resulting in a new significance level set at p < 0.017. Median (IQR) Product Selection
scores for easy, medium, and hard complexities were 18.00 (9.83 to 21.73), 9.90 (4.75 to 13.18),
and 10.50 (6.81 to 14.06), respectively (Figure 10). There were no statistically significant
differences between Product Selection scores between the medium and the hard complexity levels
(Z= -.387, p = 0.699), despite an overall increase in median Product Selection scores from medium
to hard. However, there were statistically significant differences for median Product Selection
scores between easy and medium complexity levels (Z = -.3.773, p = 0.000) and easy and hard
complexity levels (Z = -2.972, p = 0,003). In other words, Product Selection scores were
significantly higher for the easy complexity levels compared to both the medium and hard
complexity levels.
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Figure 10: Boxplots for Product Selection scoring by complexity level in part one. Note: (*)
indicates where there were statistically significant differences.

For the companies that solely identified as being ergonomic from part two, it was determined
that there were no statistically significant differences between Product Selection scores at the
different vignette complexity levels (F(2, 10) = 2.353, p = 0.145). Although non-significant, the
pattern that emerged from the data indicated a trend of mean Product Selection scores decreasing
from the easy complexity vignettes to the medium complexity vignettes (21.33 ± 1.88 vs 16.75 ±
6.52, respectively), and then increasing from medium to hard complexity vignettes (16.75 ± 6.52
vs 17.54 ± 5.19, respectively), as seen in Figure 11. This trend mimics the findings from part one
for the mean Product Selection scores. The increase in Product Selection scores from medium to
hard complexity is consistent with part one of the study.
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Figure 11: Boxplots for Product Selection scoring by complexity in part two.
Research Question 2: When comparing between product provider companies, do mean scores for
the Other Factors scores vary based on alias?
For part one, there was a statistically significant difference in Other Factors scores at an alias
level, X2 (5) = 18.251, p = 0.003 (Figure 12). Post hoc analyses with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
were conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a new significance level set at p
< 0.003. Following this correction, the statistically significant differences dissipated: median
(IQR) Other Factors scores of the six different aliases are as follows: alias one 0.00 (0.00 to 7.50),
alias two 2.50 (0.00 to 10.00), alias three 2.50 (0.00 to 4.375), alias four 2.50 (0.00 to 10.00), alias
five 0.00 (0.00 to 7.50), and alias six 1.25 (0.00 to 10.00). There were no significant differences
for Other Factors scores between any of the aliases with the adjusted significance levels.
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Figure 12: Boxplot for Other Factor scoring by alias in part one. Note: due to the presence of
multiple zeros representing scoring for minimum, 25th percentile, and 50th percentile, boxplots
could not be generated to represent the one of the aliases and poorly illustrates three others.

In part two, it was also found that there were no statistically significant differences in Other
Factors scores based on alias level, X2, (2), 0.475, p = 0.789 (Figure 13). Since the omnibus test
did not indicate any statistically significant differences, no post hoc analyses were run.

Figure 13: Boxplots for Other Factors scoring by alias in part two.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
Completed in two parts, this study involved investigating how product providers from various
companies that service Ontario, Canada responded to product inquiries from various aliases. Since
there was not any prior research on product providers of office ergonomic products in the literature,
the purpose of the current study was to investigate how product providers would perform when
presented with recommendations of varying complexities, as well as when responding to inquiries
that featured five other factors of interest related to ergonomics. The findings from the current
project can be used to appraise the current practices and determine where improvements can be
made. Each product provider was presented unique blocks of vignettes with varying complexities
(easy, medium, hard). To evaluate product provider responses, two scoring categories were
developed: Product Selection and Other Factors. Additionally, the investigator took notes related
to the interactions with each of the product providers. Although these notes were taken for the
purpose of organization and fidelity, trends within them were recognized via a content analysis,
which will be explored later in this discussion.
Notable issues emerged with product providers that aligned with the proposed errors in the
product purchasing stages of the OWARPI process. Specific key findings included that: ergonomic
product providers outperformed non-ergonomic companies with Product Selection; ergonomic and
non-ergonomic companies performed unfavourably overall for Other Factors; preferred
recommendation layouts were used by ergonomic companies; lack of user-centred design approach
was evident as product providers generally did not ask for enough additional details; product
providers lacked general knowledge and understanding of ergonomics among non-ergonomic
companies; product providers stated the importance of ergonomics but did not implement it enough
into work practices; transparency of level of knowledge varied considerably between product
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providers, but those with less knowledge were more likely to transfer accountability and
responsibility; and, ergonomic companies in some cases were not as accessible as non-ergonomic
companies. Based on the findings and observations documented in this study, recommendations
for the industry have been provided to improve current practices.
Research Question 1: When comparing between product provider companies, do the mean Product
Selection scores vary based on scenario level complexities?
With respect to the complexity level of the vignettes (i.e., easy, medium, hard), the mean
Product Selection scores were significantly higher for the easy vignettes than both the medium and
hard vignettes in part one of the study. A similar trend was found for the product provider responses
from ergonomics companies in part two, although differences between the complexity levels were
not statistically significant. It is intuitive that the easy vignettes would result in higher Product
Selection scores because all the required information to make an appropriate product selection was
provided to the product providers in the initial inquiry. This trend may also be explained in part
by an unfair advantage in scoring created by how the scores were assigned under Further
Understanding the Problem in the Engagement section for the easy vignettes. Since the easy
vignettes were structured to provide all the required information, product providers received full
marks in the Further Understanding the Problem scoring section for a) not asking any questions
or b) not asking any irrelevant questions. What was observed in both parts of the study was that
product providers asked for very few relevant additional details, which is how they would have
received points for Further Understanding the Problem in both the medium and hard vignettes.
Had the scoring not been determined in this way, which was to automatically give product
providers 5 points out of an available 23 for the overall Product Selection scoring when
information was not asked for, the Product Selection scores for the easy vignettes may not have
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been as high as they were. This potential limitation with the scoring may have impacted the overall
trends seen in the Product Selection scores across the different complexity levels and warrants
further study.
Although not statistically significantly, companies in both part one and part two also trended
towards a pattern that illustrated that, in addition to easy vignettes having higher mean Product
Selection scores than the other vignettes, the hard vignettes had higher mean Product Selection
scores than the medium. This was an unexpected outcome as the medium vignettes were less
difficult for the product providers than the hard vignettes. In other words, the hard vignettes
required more knowledge and experience to complete well than the medium vignettes. This trend
may indicate that product providers did not have the necessary background knowledge to do as
well on the medium and hard vignettes where all the information was not provided to them. Since
a similar response occurred between the medium and hard vignettes in both parts of the study, the
structure of the medium and hard vignettes may have also been a contributing factor. Although the
scenarios for the hard vignettes were deemed to be more challenging, they may have provided
information that resulted in them being less generalized inquires than requests at the medium
complexity level. For example, in a medium vignette the alias may simply ask for a height
adjustable desk and chair and in a hard vignette the alias may ask for a height adjustable desk and
chair to accommodate a large worker. Although the products in the hard vignettes had more
complex specifications that required a larger range and dealt with cases with more sensitivity
where appropriate product selection is more paramount (i.e., Return to Work accommodation), the
language used for the hard vignettes sets the product provider up to either ask for additional
information or provide a product that will accommodate more people. As stated earlier, product
providers were not regularly asking for additional information.
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The lack of statistically significant differences among the ergonomic companies in part two
of the study is not concerning, as this indicates that the product provides working at these
companies are able to provide similar product selections regardless of the level of complexity of
the scenarios with which they are confronted. That said, the mean Product Selection scores for the
easy, medium, and hard vignettes were all higher in part two than in part one of the study (i.e.,
21.33, 16.75, and 17.54 for part two and 14.95, 9.87, and 10.27 for part one, respectively).
Although it is acknowledged that direct comparisons cannot be made between the two parts of the
study, the product providers from part two (consisting of only ergonomic companies)
outperformed product provider companies from part one (consisting of 1 ergonomic and 5 nonergonomic companies), across all complexity levels. The investigator did note that the product
providers from part two generally made small mistakes for Product Selection, whereas the Product
Selection mistakes that were made by companies in part one tended to be more severe (e.g.,
completely wrong items chosen).
Research Question 2: When comparing between product provider companies, do mean scores for
the Other Factors scores vary based on alias?
It was expected that product provider responses would be similar for Other Factors scores
across aliases. This expected outcome was supported by a lack of statistically significant
differences in Other Factors scores for both part one and part two of the study. However, there are
some important observations to note based on the collected data. It was apparent that all companies
appeared to be consistent in their scoring, whether good or bad. For example, product provider
companies that scored poor, scored consistently poor throughout, and product provider companies
that scores more favourably, scored more favourably throughout. Although results from part one
and part two cannot be directly compared, given the different number of aliases in each part, the
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Other Factors scores for companies from part one ranged from 2.50 to 4.42 (mean of 3.58), which
are lower in magnitude than all the scores in part two (all were greater than 5, with a mean of 5.39).
It is interesting to note that the highest Other Factors score from part one was earned by the product
provider from the ergonomic company, and all companies in part two were ergonomic. This
suggests that the product providers from the ergonomic companies performed better overall than
the product providers from the non-ergonomics companies. In absolute terms though, the
maximum Other Factors score was only 10, which may indicate a lack of ergonomics literacy for
all product providers engaged in this study. Further to this point, the Other Factors scoring was
structured in a way to provide a score of 7.5 out of 10 if the product provider simply gave a correct
response. For example, responding yes to the question “Do you think ergonomics is important?”
would provide a company with a score of 7.5 for the Other Factors Importance of Ergonomics.
Based on the quantitative findings of this study from all companies involved, there was a
general lack of confidence produced in terms of the Product Selection and Other Factors scores
earned. This may not bode well for potential clients who would be reaching out to product
providers to acquire office ergonomic products. The OWARPI process was introduced and
outlined in this paper with a specific focus on the Product Purchasing stage, about which there has
been no prior research conducted. In the Product Purchasing stage, inquiries are made about
products so that they may be purchased by clients. There are four proposed errors that could occur
within the Product Purchasing stage that would impact product provider recommendations to
clients: lack of knowledge and understanding of ergonomics, disregarding ergonomics as
important, false reassurance, and vendor contracts; the latter was deemed beyond the scope of the
present study. Observations regarding these potential sources of error in the Product Purchasing
stage of the OWARPI process were made during the interactions with the product providers in
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both parts of the study, with additional key points that emerged. Although only a surface content
analysis of these observations is provided below, future studies may wish to conduct a more
rigorous qualitative analysis of these sources of error from the perspective of the product providers.
Lack of Knowledge and Understanding of Ergonomics
One of the motivations for conducting this study was that ergonomists in the workplace have
voiced concerns to the investigator that, after they conduct their assessments and provide product
recommendations, product providers often do not select appropriate products that will satisfy their
clients’ needs. One possible reason for this is that product providers lack the appropriate level of
knowledge and understanding of ergonomics to make appropriate choices. It was expected that if
a company self-identifies as being ergonomic, then the product providers should possess, at the
very least, the basic ergonomic education that they can apply when selecting suitable products. It
also seems reasonable to assume that product providers working at non-ergonomic companies that
sell ergonomic products, would have received at least a basic level of training so that they may
assist clients who have a diverse range of needs. Basic ergonomic education interventions for
office workers tend to include information on how to identify work-related musculoskeletal
disorder risk factors, how to set up an office workstation, and how to implement healthy work
habits such as an appropriate amount of rest (Bohr, 2000). In the current study, concerns were
raised by the responses of the product providers related to the limited amount of detail provided
for suitable products, the lack of understanding of user-centred design, and the number of incorrect
product recommendations that were made. These common errors bring into question whether
employees of companies selling ergonomic products have the necessary level of understanding
and background knowledge of office ergonomics that their positions require.
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Individuals seeking information from product providers usually have a specific goal in mind.
Typically, this type of shopper (in general, not specifically for ergonomic products), prefers to
make purchases efficiently, and without distractions or undue stress (Albrecht et al., 2017). One
potential source of stress that can complicate a purchase is choice overload (Albrecht et al., 2017).
There were notable differences in how the recommendations were laid out by the product providers
that could impact the buyer’s experience. The ergonomic companies in the current study tended to
provide recommendations with pictures and descriptions that highlighted why an item would work
with specific features and scenarios. By conveying information in an efficient and informed
manner, the product providers for the ergonomic companies were reducing choice overload for the
client and illustrating a clear understanding of ergonomics and what was being asked of them.
Comparatively, some recommendations, primarily from non-ergonomic companies, were not as
clear and straightforward. This gave the impression that these product providers were not as
educated or comfortable with the aliases’ requests, potentially due to a lack of training or
knowledge. For example, several product providers responded with a list of multiple links, often
for the same product, and without any description to help identify or differentiate items. The
abundance of options, with little-to-no guidance from the product provider, creates choice overload
and places the accountability of making the correct selection on the client. A comparable finding
reported by Whysall et al. (2014) highlighted the lack of accountability on the part of an
ergonomist (in this case the product provider) who did not attempt to understand the level of
customer knowledge. This shifts the accountability for product knowledge on to the customer. The
potential consequences of this scenario are an increased potential for product selection error, and
a greater likelihood that the company will lose the sale.
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A foundational goal of ergonomics is to improve the interaction between users and their
workspaces (CSA, 2017). To accomplish this, a clear understanding of the user and the user’s
workspace should be paramount to select appropriate products. The medium and hard vignettes
were designed to promote product providers to ask for additional information to determine what
products would best suit the specific situation. That is not to say that product providers may have
selected appropriate items without asking for additional information to meet the requirements of
the client. Not asking for additional information that is required increases the risk of making an
inappropriate product selection. Asking for additional information allows product providers to
make recommendations that are user-centred, rather than broad and generic.
In part one of this study, several ergonomic companies requested pictures of the workstations
being described by the aliases, and to set up a phone or video call to get a better understanding of
the situation described in the vignettes. Due to the restrictions posed by the COVID-19 pandemic,
it was a plausible excuse that the employees described in the vignettes were working remotely and
could not have a virtual assessment completed on their office workstation. It was promising that
companies were asking for this information, as it showed that they were trying to gain a better
understanding of the specific situation to assist the alias as much as possible. However, it was
discouraging to see how many companies did not continue to help the alias once the product
provider could not get the additional information they requested. Although the choice of not
continuing the interaction may have been an individual choice made by the product provider, it
may have also been company policy or procedure to receive the requested information prior to
making recommendations. For example, it may have been company policy to request specific
information of the client or customer in order to streamline the process and the information needed
to make recommendations. In some cases, this approach may increase the efficiency of the process
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while reducing the time and effort on the part of the product provider, all of which would be an
organizational benefit. However, this approach may, at times (such as the interactions during this
study), have the unintended consequence of turning away a potential customer. As a result, the
companies who had product providers asking for additional information that could not be provided
(to maintain the integrity of the study), ended up being excluded from analyses because they did
not continue with the interaction. This resulted in several incomplete responses from certain
companies that had identified as being ergonomic in part one of the study. Since it was anticipated
that similar requests would come from the ergonomic companies in the second part of the study,
additional information such as pictures of the office workstations were gathered in advance of data
collection for part two. Despite this foresight, additional information was only requested by one
company for one vignette in part two of the study. When companies (both ergonomic and nonergonomic) engaged with the aliases and completed the interactions, asking for additional
information related to key features (e.g., the user’s optimal work height, the desk dimensions for
the task and supporting items, and general specifications for the item to work in a given space)
were often overlooked. This illustrates that different companies, or even product providers, can
differ in the amount and type of information they require when interacting with a customer.
Although in part one of the study the request of additional information resulted in the termination
of the purchase, the lack of requesting additional information in part two of the study may be why
a number of incorrect products were recommended by product providers, especially among nonergonomic companies. Future studies should investigate the potential benefit of a standardized
form when contacting and communicating with a product provider company.
The most startling observations related to incorrect product recommendations occurred during
the interactions with product providers from non-ergonomic companies. It seemed promising on a
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few occasions that correct products would be suggested in the end because the product providers
indicated that they needed time to investigate possible solutions to the presented scenarios. This
was understandable as they may not be as familiar with the items and their associated features
compared to more experienced or knowledgeable ergonomic product providers. However, even
after taking the time to provide their responses, items were still incorrectly recommended. This
potential false sense of confidence in providing a recommendation after taking time to investigate
options was also illustrated in other ways by product providers from non-ergonomic companies.
Although aliases were often informed that the person with whom they were seeking additional
information or advice, was lacking in terms of their ergonomic knowledge and understanding,
some product providers continued to make recommendations. In one instance, when a product
provider was asked which of two products they would recommend, they replied “the second one
because it has ergonomic [in the name]”. There has been a growing trend in the media and when
marketing products to use the term ergonomic, which unfortunately masks the true nature and
definition of the concept and related science (Schneider & Tyson, 1996). Thus, choosing one
product instead of another because “ergonomic” was in the name, illustrates a lack of appropriate
knowledge and understanding on the part of the product provider. The marketing gimmick of using
the term ergonomic was evident in multiple interactions with product providers, including another
instance when a chair was recommended because it had “ergonomics” in the name. Upon further
inspection by the investigator regarding this claim, the description on the company website for the
chair was found to include a label that clearly stated that the product was not ergonomic.
There were also times in which the recommended product illustrated a lack of ergonomic
knowledge and understanding. This is a concern because, if a client is not educated in ergonomics,
they may fail to recognize that they were receiving incorrect advice from product providers. For
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example, when asked for a good ergonomic chair, a product provider claimed with confidence that
they would be able to provide a good, adjustable ergonomic chair. The chair that was
recommended cost less than $100 CDN and only featured a seat height adjustment, which is not
reflective of an ergonomic chair which would typically have adjustments for multiple parts of the
chair. When inquiring about what a sit-stand desk was, one product provider asked, “just to
confirm, a sit-stand is a workstation desk right?”, while another recommended a TV tray stand
with full confidence that it was the right item. These examples illustrate the major disconnect that
exists within the product purchasing stage of the OWARPI process in the office ergonomics
industry – some product providers who are genuinely trying to help customers are actually hurting
them because of their lack of ergonomic knowledge and understanding of what products are
appropriate and safe in specific workplace scenarios.
Disregarding Ergonomics as Being Important
Although the concept of ergonomics began during World War II (1939-1945), there largely
remains a misunderstanding and a lack of literacy with respect to ergonomics as a scientific
discipline (Schneider & Tyson, 1996). This is of two-fold importance. First, it means that clients
inquiring about products may not understand the purpose behind selecting items that are
ergonomic. Secondly, if product providers disregard ergonomics as being important, they create
risk scenarios by recommending the wrong products – the wrong products can have adverse
complications beyond what the client may already be experiencing. There were times in the current
study when product providers from non-ergonomic companies stated that they did not think
ergonomics was important. For example, one product provided discussed that non-ergonomic
products could be good quality, look better, and have a better price. This narrative suggests that
ergonomic products may be lacking visual appeal and may cost more.
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Overall, both ergonomic and non-ergonomic companies expressed the importance of
ergonomics. Of the five Other Factors included, the importance of ergonomics was the factor for
which companies in part one and part two received the most favourable scores (Appendix H).
However, saying ergonomics is important is not the same as applying ergonomic concepts when
interacting with clients and making appropriate product selections based on ergonomics
knowledge. Unless the importance of ergonomics is integrated into the culture of companies,
product providers may not receive adequate ergonomic training, and may fail to appropriately
apply concepts when assisting clients with product selections. Each of these shortcomings may
lead to errors within the Product Purchasing stage.
The lack of product provider knowledge, understanding, and training in ergonomics may also
explain why they did not offer to help in certain situations. Product providers from non-ergonomic
companies were generally open with their lack of training in ergonomics and were not sure how
they could help. Interestingly, some product providers suggested alternatives to assist the aliases.
Rather than incorporating some foundational concepts of ergonomics into their responses, these
product providers shifted the accountability and responsibility of checking if items were
appropriate onto the client. One product provider sent a general link to an item and directed the
alias to their company’s discord page – “an online community for their ‘tech-savvy’ customers”.
Other product providers from non-ergonomic companies suggested that the aliases should
investigate the recommended items, either online or by contacting the manufacture, to decide if
the products were appropriate selections. An alias was also advised by a product provider that they
should communicate with the employee who would be receiving the items, as they would be best
suited to indicate if the recommended products were suitable. Employee feedback can be very
important within the stages of the OWARPI process, but downloading the responsibility of
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selecting an appropriate product onto employees in this way is unprofessional and speaks to the
lack of confidence in product selection for some of the product providers.
False Reassurance
According to the OWARPI process, false reassurance could be categorized as either deliberate
or unintentional. However, the intent behind false reassurance was not investigated in this study.
Rather, false reassurance was observed to be total, uncertain, or illiterate. Total false reassurance
occurred when a product provider assured the alias that the product recommended was correct,
when in fact, it was inappropriate. This type of reassurance was most often observed among
product providers from non-ergonomic companies. The other two types of false reassurance were
related to the product provider’s transparency regarding their knowledge and understanding of
ergonomics when recommending products. If a product provider disclosed that they lacked
confidence in their ability to recommend a product, this was referred to as uncertain false
reassurance. For example, when asked how a split keyboard would help with an employee’s
posture, a product provider replied: “it splits in two so I think it will help with posture”. Using such
language can make it apparent to a buyer that the product providers are unfamiliar with the
purpose/usefulness of the product, which will ultimately leave the buyer uncertain and hesitant
with how they should proceed with their purchase. Among the non-ergonomic companies, there
were scenarios in which the product providers were transparent about their lack of ergonomic
knowledge, understanding, and training. However, these product providers still made product
recommendations. This was defined as illiterate false reassurance. Unfortunately, the transparency
in acknowledging their limitations also made it seem like product providers were transferring the
responsibility of (in)appropriately selecting an item to the client. This could potentially result in
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the false reassurance that the client was better equipped to make proper product selections, which
may lead to various errors.
The transfer of accountability from product provider to client also may suggest that some
product providers lacked the responsibility to engage with clients regarding the importance of
ergonomics. This lack of engagement with clients was also observed as a barrier to initial
responsiveness. Interestingly, one of the main barriers that impacted the data collection in part one
of the study occurred because the product providers from some companies were required to collect
personal information from the aliases prior to having any form of discussion regarding products.
To engage with the client, some companies required a name, contact information (phone number,
address), company name, an account with the product provider company, credit card information,
company website, and social media accounts. When this information was requested, the
investigator reiterated that they were just looking for guidance and advice on products that could
work and asked to proceed without providing these details. In some cases, the companies agreed
and continued with the interaction. However, others took a firm stance and refused to provide any
service without the information and even went as far as to stop responding. Not engaging with a
client at the shopping stage (as opposed to purchasing stage when a buyer has already decided on
what item(s) they are going to acquire) is not only off-putting and poor customer service, but it
also forces the buyer to look for other product provider options. In part one of the study, the lack
of engagement primarily occurred with the companies that identified as ergonomic. This was
discouraging for the research study, but it may help to explain why some clients shop with nonergonomic companies – they may feel less supported and perhaps intimidated by the approach of
certain companies when they engage them initially. This aligns with Whysall et al. (2014) who
highlighted that ergonomists (in this case ergonomic companies) do not attempt to understand the
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level of client’s level of ergonomic knowledge. This may be a critical stage at which customers
defer to a non-ergonomic company because of the lack of understanding and support.
Arguably, it was possible that some companies in the current study had a policy that required
the product providers to collect personal information as a way to impede spam requests or deter
illegitimate customers. By weeding out the false inquiries, product providers, and thus their
associated companies, reserve their time and efforts for assisting serious buyers. Since there were
no follow-up questions or interactions with the companies involved in the study, determining the
underlying reasons for certain decisions and behaviours by the product providers was not feasible.
It was then left to the research team to speculate why the product providers chose to respond the
way that they did. Future research should further investigate the roles that ergonomic product
providers play and explore why they respond in specific ways. In addition, knowing more about
how to improve the current practices that appear to have some significant barriers would benefit
product providers and consumers alike.
With a limited number of ergonomic companies available in the market, clients are sometimes
forced to turn to product providers who lack adequate ergonomic knowledge, understanding, and
training, may disregard ergonomics as important, and may provide uncertain or unknown false
reassurance when purchasing items. This emphasizes the importance of training for product
providers and helps to explain why ergonomists see issues in the workplace that reflect poor
product purchasing practices.
Alternative Reasons for Responses Provided (or Not Provided)
There could be many reasons for why certain companies responded (or did not respond) the
way they did. Although it is impossible to know for certain why the product providers responded
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the way they did, it is important to acknowledge a few of the alternative reasons that may have
occurred within this study. The reasons can be divided into two categories; individual level
(associated with the individual product provider) and company level (associated with the
companies’ policies/standards).
It was observed that product providers appeared to be more willing and motivated to help with
larger items that cost more (i.e., chairs, desks, sit-stand units) compared to smaller and less costly
accessories. This may simply be because larger ticket items may be viewed as more important by
the companies (and by product providers who work on commission) because they mean greater
sales. It could also be that individual product providers might be more intimidated by smaller
accessories if they are not as familiar with the items, the associated specifications, and features
that are required to make an appropriate selection. However, this was observed to occur with
product providers from some ergonomic companies who should be familiar with these smaller
items.
Another factor that likely impacted certain product provider’s willingness to respond was the
number of scenarios and employees that they had to provide recommendations for in part one of
the study. When there were more vignettes (i.e., employees) and more questions (i.e., Alias 1 and
5 who were responsible for 4 vignettes compared to the other aliases who were responsible for
less), some product providers were less willing to help. This could be attributed to an unfamiliarity
with certain accessories. However, they could have just been more overwhelmed by the number
of items and requests in these cases. It is feasible that an increased number of scenarios or
employees requiring items would indicate a larger profit for the company at the final sale. Unlike
larger ticket items appearing to take precedence over smaller ones for the purpose of a larger profit
sale, the association of more employees meaning a greater number of items purchased, and thus
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also a larger profit sale, did not seem to result in completed engagement by product providers. This
trend was observed with some non-ergonomic companies and some ergonomic companies.
One of the vignettes included an individual working from home with limited knowledge of
ergonomics. This client was asking for assistance with selecting some accessories that could
improve their workstation. Unlike the other vignettes that were structured as inquiries for
employees within a company, this one involved a person asking for assistance to purchase items
for themselves. Although this request occurred when clients were locked down during the COVID19 pandemic and unable to shop in person, several companies were unwilling to assist this alias.
One product provider from an ergonomic company even stated that they do not do home deliveries,
so they were unable to help her. It was unclear if the product provider responded the way they did
because it was not a big sale (a company level reason), because the product provider lacked
experience or understanding of what was being requested (an individual level reason) or because
they suspected the illegitimacy of the alias (an individual level reason). Even though the researcher
was not intending to make a purchase, the lack of customer service was perceived as off-putting.
Perhaps it would have been a more favourable interaction if the alias was at least provided with
contact information for another person who could assist them with their needs. However, it is
recognized that it may not be a common business practice for one company to recommend the
services of another company, even if the former does not provide the desired service.
At the company level, some product providers did not respond because they needed to acquire
personal information to assist the client, that the aliases did not provide. This occurred as early as
the first block of the data collection in part one of the study, primarily from ergonomic identifying
companies. This company level barrier may be in place to restrict service to serious buyers and
impede spam or phishing emails that would be a misuse of their time. However, this approach
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could deter potential buyers and speaks to the potential inaccessibility and poor customer service
that was evident in a few cases within the sector.
At the individual level, some product providers may have suspected the illegitimacy of aliases
and chose to not respond. Despite the alias-blocked procedure being implemented to reduce the
burden of 15 vignettes across 15 aliases and to create more realistic scenarios, some product
providers may have caught on to the investigator due to the relatively short time periods (less than
six weeks for part one; less than three weeks for part two) during which data collection occurred.
Overall Summary
The objective of this study was to determine how product providers performed with respect
to office ergonomic Product Selection and Other Factors. It was important to document their
performance to shed light on why errors were made within the product purchasing stage of the
OWARPI process. The results of this study highlighted some areas of concern. Most compelling
were the data gleaned from the observations and notes taken by the investigator during data
collection. The unresponsiveness and barriers to communication put into place by some ergonomic
companies raises concern that there was a lack of adequate and accessible help within the industry
for clients who were asking for assistance to reduce office workplace injuries. However, it is
recognized that what was perceived as an alias barrier in this study may have been implemented
to deter illegitimate customers. Thus, even though each vignette and alias was developed with
input from individuals who had several years of ergonomics education and experience to ensure
the validity of each scenario, it could be argued that the perceived barriers within the process were
effective if their purpose was to deter illegitimate customers. Although the ergonomic companies
generally performed better than the non-ergonomic companies throughout the study, all product
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providers failed to illustrate ergonomic literacy, to some degree. Product Selection scores for part
one of the study were substantially lower than those in part two. However, in both parts it was
observed that companies were not asking for additional details to further understand their given
scenarios. This highlights a lack of knowledge and competency for assessing clients’ product needs
and could also be seen as companies disregarding ergonomics as being important, two potential
errors which were outlined in the Product Purchasing stage of the OWARPI process. The Other
Factors scores in both parts of the study were also lower than expected, reflecting the need for
additional training for product providers. Several companies should also reconsider their practices
for engaging potential customers online and invest more effort when talking to customers about
ergonomics. The relatively low Other Factors responses and scores also illustrated a lack of
knowledge of and competency with ergonomics, a disregard of ergonomics in some cases, and a
tendency to falsely reassure clients, both intentionally and unknowingly. All things considered, the
responses of non-ergonomic companies were less satisfactory than ergonomic companies.
Limitations and Future Research
This was the first study of its kind within the literature, and it was not without its limitations.
With respect to the scoring used to quantify product provider performance, there may have been
an advantage created within the easy vignettes (compared to the medium and hard vignettes)
because five points were available to product providers even when no questions were asked. In
addition, the language used to guide the scoring of the hard vignettes may have given companies
a hint of what products to recommend. This could have positively impacted the hard scores and
would explain why there were higher hard Product Selection scores compared to the medium
Product Selection scores, although the difference was not statistically significant. Future research
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should reassess the scoring and language within the VISSs to minimize or eliminate these
concerns.
The relative lack of full-service companies that identified as being ergonomic and serviced
Ontario, Canada, and the poor response of some ergonomic companies, contributed to a smaller
than expected data set for both part one and part two of this study. Thus, limiting the statistical
analyses that could be performed and reducing the generalizability of the findings. To address this
shortcoming, future investigations should broaden their search to include companies outside of the
province of Ontario, Canada.
The response rate and engagement of product providers from ergonomic companies may have
been higher if the aliases were able to provide more personal and professional information during
their interactions. More information (i.e., website, address, phone number, workstation pictures,
etc.), may have helped to increase their legitimacy in the eyes of some product providers. Having
the ability to make phone calls directly to the companies would also potentially increase response
rate for full-service companies and should be incorporated into future research. Product providers
could have suspected the illegitimacy of the aliases due to the relatively short time periods between
the data collections. Increasing the amount of time between contacts with product providers, may
reduce the risk of suspicion. Once the restrictions posed by the COVID-19 pandemic have
subsided, future research could also target in-person interactions between investigators and
product providers. This could positively impact how product providers respond and give them an
opportunity engage with potential clients more fully. Future research could also focus on an indepth qualitative analyses of product providers – to investigate their role in the OWARPI process,
why they respond the way they do, and where improvements could be made.
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There is an apparent lack of ergonomic literacy for some product providers. However, the
concept was not fully developed and defined. Future research should consider formally defining
ergonomic literacy, structuring the definition based on other forms of literacy, and then reevaluate
product provider’s literacy with respect to that standard. When looking at the definitions of literacy
for other concepts (e.g., physical literacy – Jones et al., 2018), there are similarities to what is
referred to here as ergonomic literacy. Components of ergonomic literacy include: engaging with
clients regarding the ergonomic process for purchasing products, utilizing knowledge,
understanding, and training in ergonomics in order to provide appropriate product selection
recommendations, illustrating confidence and competence when assisting clients (e.g., not
providing false reassurance), and acknowledging the importance of ergonomics.
Contribution and Recommendations for the Industry
This unique and novel project served to investigate the product provider as an integral
component within the OWARPI process. Some key findings emerged which can serve as a
foundation for recommendations for the industry in terms of how observed practices could be
improved. Any company that sells ergonomic products should consider the following
recommendations to improve their current product provider practices:
1) Provide Foundational Training Specific to Office Ergonomics to Employees Aiding
Customers: The training should educate product providers on the importance of ergonomics,
foundational concepts of the discipline, an understanding of user-centred design, and how it
relates specifically to office settings. In the current study, asking for additional information
was often overlooked, which was not reflective of a user-centred design approach. The training
should focus on understanding concepts, but also how to apply them in a practical manner.
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This should involve hands-on training with products to ensure product providers are familiar
with specification requirements and features on items, and how small errors in product
selection can negatively impact the user in a significant way.
2) Provide Training to Employees on their Role as a Product Provider: Some product providers
could benefit from training that would highlight the meaningfulness of their role, the
importance of educating buyers, and maintaining strong customer service. As stated
previously, it was common for buyers to have minimal knowledge of ergonomics, which was
why they may be engaging the service of an ergonomic product provider company. This may
be overlooked at times by product providers. In the current study, product providers generally
neglected to ask for additional information when interacting with the alias and often did not
educate the alias without probing. Training specific to their role should highlight the need to
ask for additional information (and not assume the buyer knows what they need), as well as
taking the time to educate the buyer with information about ergonomics. What may be apparent
to a seasoned professional could be new knowledge for a buyer. Emphasizing the importance
of ergonomics and having a client leave with useful information, in addition to a product that
suits their needs, could help reduce work-related injuries across the board. It is important to
reiterate that some ergonomic companies did already illustrate this level of engagement with
the investigator during the study.
3) Providing Recognition/Certification to Legitimate Ergonomic Product Providers: There were
some ergonomic product provider companies that demonstrated outstanding service while
interacting with the aliases, although some were later removed due to missing data.
Conversely, there were other companies that identified as being ergonomic but did not perform
to a standard that would be deemed acceptable in regard to providing a client with ergonomic
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assistance. It would be beneficial to provide reputable ergonomic companies with some form
of certification to showcase their legitimacy and ability as a company to provide quality
services. When a buyer is looking for guidance with respect to ergonomic product selection,
certification would help distinguish what companies are qualified to assist with their fullservice ergonomic needs, and which companies are not. Having this certification could
increase business and sales for the company who receive this designation, thus creating an
incentive to do better by implementing better ergonomic practices within the company.
4) Changes to Requested Information by Companies to Assist Customers: A primary reason why
some ergonomic companies did not respond when contacted by the aliases was because of their
need to collect personal information from customers prior to providing service. It was only
speculated that these companies had a policy to acquire such information as a means to deter
illegitimate customers and permit only serious buyers. Nevertheless, this effectively limited
the accessibility of these companies in the current project. Companies could improve their
customer service by changing their policies on what information they require of customers
prior to having a discussion with them. If they choose not to make changes and have restrictive
communication policies, they should be mindful that they could be alienating customers or
deterring customers from engaging with them. This in turn could encourage customers to take
their business to more accessible, non-ergonomic companies. By adapting their policies,
ergonomic companies could provide better assistance to customers in need of products, and
potentially reduce the number and severity of workplace injuries.
Conclusion
This was the first study of its kind to investigate product providers within the office
ergonomics sector. The purpose of the study was to assess how product provider companies
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responded to recommendations of varying complexities and Other Factors of interest such as the
importance of ergonomics. Overall, ergonomic companies illustrated a greater ability to assist
clients for both Product Selection and responding to Other Factors of interest. In addition to the
quantitative findings, there were other advantages to engaging with ergonomic companies that
emerged. These included having product recommendations provided that effectively conveyed
information in an efficient and informed manner, essentially reducing choice overload for the
client. There were ergonomic companies that demonstrated exceptional ergonomic knowledge and
customer service, but were later excluded due to missing data caused by restrictive communication
practices. Although the barriers related to communication practices may have been in place to
conserve their time and efforts for legitimate, serious buyers, this effectively limited the data that
could be collected. Recommendations to the industry were developed to highlight areas of
improvement, consistent with the findings of the study. However, since the design of the study did
not allow for follow ups with the product providers, some of the interpretation of the responses
that were received (or not received), is speculative. Nonetheless, the current study illustrated the
need for and value of exploring ergonomic interactions at the level of the product providers.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
List of Accessories
Accessory
Name
Footrest*

Articulating
Keyboard
Tray**

Purpose

Considerations While Selecting

To offset an observed work height discrepancy that
allows the user to elevate their chair height to match
the desk height while maintaining proper support
beneath the feet (CSA, 2017).

-

A platform that has a jointed mechanism that attaches
underneath the user’s desk which allows movement
of the platform to match the user’s work height.

-

Sit-Stand Units
(SSU) **

Provides sit-stand capability to a portion of the
workstation that involves placing/installing a unit on
the desk’s surface, rather than having whole-desk
adjustability. These units are typically more costeffective than a full sit-stand desk (SSD) and are
therefore more enticing to buyers.

-

-

-

Anti-Fatigue
Mat*

Used during prolonged standing to reduce
experienced discomfort (Wiggermann & Keyserling,
2013). In this case, with the use of sit-stand desks or
sit-stand units.

-

Footrest platform height must match the height discrepancy (CSA, 2017)
Not a suitable option for someone who is mobile on their chair around their workspace (CSA, 2017)
Free floating (not locked into position) or static footrests (locked into position) – Although a free-floating
footrest allows movement that can aid with circulation of the lower extremities, it may not be suitable for
everyone in order to feel properly supported. Anecdotal evidence by an ergonomist shows preference for static,
locking footrests
Range of the keyboard tray height must be able to match the work height discrepancy.
Downwards tilting mechanism is suggested for more neutral hand and wrist posture (Hedge, Morimoto &
Mccrobie, 2010).
Easily adjustable, support the wrists and be free of any obstructions that may create contact stress on the lower
extremities.
Keyboard and mouse must fit comfortably on the platform (inadequate space can contribute to additional
mousing movements).
Not suitable for someone who completes other tasks on the desk’s surface regularly as the tray cannot be
utilized for those tasks.
General understanding of the dimensions of the unit in comparison to the needs of the user.
Matching the optimal work heights for both seated and standing work postures: Providing a SSU may not
correct work height discrepancies and may add to the discrepancy if it is placed on top of the desk and does not
have a tray that drops below desk height to the extent that is required.
Task(s) being performed: If the user is completing other tasks beyond keyboarding/mousing, the use of a SSU
will increase reaches and/or contribute to additional awkward postures (i.e., with no worksurface present, when
referencing a document holder, there will be a further movement range required). The inclusion of an
additional worksurface may be required.
Lifting/Lower restrictions: If the user has physical restrictions, the unit adjustment weight must not exceed the
limits of the user (i.e., user cannot lift more than 2.3 kg (5lbs) – the unit must not require 2.6 kg (5lbs) or more
to raise/lower)
Must allot appropriate space for the keyboard, mouse and other inputting devices.
The range of adjustability the monitor(s) will have (i.e., do they attach to the unit or do they sit on top of it) and
if it will be appropriate for the user’s required monitor height.
Duration of time the user will be standing.
Any physical restrictions the user may have that would impact their ability to use the mat (i.e., no bending,
lifting restrictions that are below the mat’s weight, etc.).
The practicality of the mat provided: large mats are more difficult to move and people are less likely to use
them properly (i.e., helpful but underutilized due to the effort it took to move them; Dutta et al., 2019)
The presence of a handle on the mat can allow the user to move the mat with their foot without bending.
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Corner
Makers**

Monitor Risers
**
Monitor Arms
**

Used to convert a non-functional corner where the
user cannot move in close enough to the desk without
engaging in awkward postures such as forward
flexion of the trunk or reaches beyond the primary
zone (i.e., 90-degree corners, recessed or diagonal
corners without appropriate clearance for their chair
arms) and do not have the ability to work on a
straight edge, into something functional.
Platforms that elevate the user’s monitor height when
additional vertical height is required to meet the
reference posture.
A more versatile version of a monitor riser that
allows the monitor(s) to be mounted onto a jointed
arm so that the screens can be easily moved and
declutters the space that was taken up by the
monitor’s base.

-

-

Anecdotal evidence described smaller mats with a handle present most favourable as they are easier to move
(can be moved in or out by placing the heel of the foot in the handle).
Ensure the length of the corner maker allows the user to move in close enough without the chair arms
interfering (i.e., the length must be equal to or greater than the distance of the outer part of the armrest cap).
Ensure the corner maker covers the cut out of the desk and does not create any gaps/holes (i.e., larger cut-outs
require a corner maker with a larger surface area).
Not suitable alone for someone who has work height discrepancies, as the discrepancies will persist. If there
are discrepancies present, the corner maker should be utilized with a footrest or keyboard tray to address those
concerns.
Platform is large enough to house the base of the monitor(s) safely.
Ensure the vertical height required to address the monitor(s) height issue is matched appropriately.

-

The amount of movement that is required, as more joints allow for a wider range of movements (i.e., users that
have to turn their screen for others to see such as a reception setting vs. one that requires less movement for
personal placement and use).
This item can help with decluttering in small workspaces and allow them to be more functional as the monitor
is attached to an arm rather than on a base that sits on the desk.
Adequate depth allowance for workstations that have limited space and understanding the range from the point
of attachment is critical for proper installation (i.e., improper installation placement can contribute to postural
disadvantages if the user cannot adjust the arm to the required position).
Ensure the arm can support the weight of the monitor and has the corresponding VESA mount requirements
(the square pattern of holes on the back that allows for attachment of the monitor arm).
Wrist Rest*
Used to reduce contact stress experienced by the
Selecting a wrist rest that is the appropriate length for the tasks it will be used for (i.e., if a keyboard is 48.3 cm
wrists on the edge of the desk, keyboard or surface of
(19”), the minimum length required is 48.3 cm (19”)).
desk while mousing in an extended wrist posture.
Selecting on option that is not too firm to contribute to a contact stress, but not too soft to contribute to wrist
anchoring which results in more stretching of the fingers to type (Cook, Burgess-Limerick & Papalia, 2004).
Document
Used to hold and prop paper documents up to a more
Landscape or portrait orientation of the pages being held.
Holder*
favourable posture and to reduce head excursion and
The sturdiness required (taking notes required a sturdier option compared to one that is just referenced).
muscle activity commonly seen when documents are
The required adjustability to place the documents at an ideal height for the specific user based on their reported
placed on the desktop (Subramaniam & Singh, 2019).
discomforts. More adjustability is favourable to fit in a given space. This includes height, angle and depth
adjustments.
Laptop Stand*
Used to address the postural issues seen with
Need to be used with an external keyboard and mouse. Without their use, the user will be engaging in
conventional laptop use (i.e., constraints involving
extremely problematic upper extremity postures to interact with the laptop’s keyboard and trackpad.
the inability to adjust the screen and keyboard
Height adjustability requirements: Depending on the size of the laptop, the screen should be positioned with
independently). The laptop is placed on a stand to
the active area at 35 degrees below the horizontal line of the eye.
elevate the screen height.
The item should angle the laptop’s keyboard and trackpad portion to ensure the depth from the external
keyboard and mouse are not too far and create eye strain.
This option may not be ideal for someone who has a small laptop screen (i.e., 33.0 cm (13”) or less) and should
therefore dock the computer to a larger monitor.
Note: *Acknowledged as an accessory within the CSA guidelines (2017); ** Not acknowledged as an accessory within the CSA guidelines (2017), but fits the description and will be used as such in this
study.
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Appendix B
List of Furniture and Equipment
Name
Chair

General Purpose
Based on the user’s stature
and needs the chair should
provide support, avoid
contact stress, allow for
movement in different
postures while seated (CSA,
2017).

Desk

Provide the user with a
functional surface to allow
for the completion of their
job task.

Alternative
Keyboard

Alternative style of keyboard
that differs from the standard
to some degree to improve
problematic posture(s) and/or
movements.

Considerations While Selecting
Based on the user’s stature and needs:
Appropriate seat pan length (avoiding contact stress and promoting appropriate back rest use), width (large enough to get in and out of
the chair comfortably with no contact stresses on the thighs. Also narrow enough to allow for armrest use without abduction) and
height (pneumatic lift should allow the user’s feet to be comfortably on the ground or footrest).
Backrest height (high enough to support multiple postures – higher back and neck support is required with rearward postures), backrest
width (cannot interfere with the arms with more mobile tasks, should not have unnatural concave shape or other shapes that promote
contact stress), lumbar support (adjustable lumbar support that can appropriately support the natural curvature of the lumbar region
without creating a contact stress).
Backrest-to-seat angle must not be less that 90 degrees and have a stoppable/lockable feature that allows a range of postures.
Armrests must: have height adjustability that can support a neutral posture (lifting shoulders if too high or leaning/slouching if too
low), arm shape (length, width and positioning) that supports the forearms neutrally while not interfering with the user’s ability to sit
close to the work surface or creates a contact stress. Features such as swivel and lateral adjustments can allow the arms to be adjusted
in a manner that will support the user and not interfere with the workstation.
The presence of 5 casters/feet for support (health and safety consideration)
Other considerations: Weight capacity of the chair. User must not exceed the weight limit capacity.
If the user’s needs fall outside what a standard chair has to offer, customized chairs are available.
The user’s work height: Ideally, the height would be a fully adjustable. However, if it is not adjustable and beyond a worker’s optimal
work height, appropriate accessories must be included.
The task being performed at the workstation – does the workstation allow a functional space for the task?
Will this be a shared workstation with multiple users throughout the day? If so, it must be easily adjustable to meet each individual’s
needs.
Depending on the area of discomfort or observable postural issues, different styles of alternative keyboard are suggested:
Fixed Split Keyboard:
Fixed style of keyboard that has some element in the design to reduce pronation and includes lateral angle that promotes a more neutral
postures compared to a standard flat keyboard.
These keyboards can be quite large and therefore the individual user must be kept in mind if it will be too large for them and promote
poor mousing posture.
May not be suitable for users with narrower shoulder breadths.
Consider if a number pad is required as some split keyboards do not have one.
Adjustable Split Keyboard:
Same concept as the fixed split keyboard, however, the user can adjust the keyboard at different joints to increase or reduce the lateral
angle and degree of pronation.
This option is good for progressive implementation for users who are reluctant to use an alternative keyboard, as you can slowly
increase the angles (Cakir, 1995).
Consider if the presence of a wrist rest, number pad or accessory kit is required for the user prior to purchase and ensure the item has it.
Be mindful of the user’s shoulder breadth as this style may be too large and promote abduction while mousing.
Compact Keyboard:
Ideal for smaller users with small shoulder breadths who engage in abduction while mousing. This option reduces the size of the
keyboard to allow for a more neutral mousing posture closer to the body.
**Important to know if the user uses a number pad as some options do not possess one.
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Alternative
Mouse

Alternative style of mouse
that differs from the standard
to some degree to improve
problematic posture(s) and/or
movement.

External Number Pad:
Provide to users who have number inputting tasks and has a keyboard that does not have a number pad. This is commonly seen with
split keyboards, as the number pad is excluded from the design to maintain equal halves while not disrupting the QWERTY layout.
Accessory Kits:
Some alternative keyboards are marketed as ergonomic; however, they require the additional purchase of an accessory kit to receive the
full range of “ergonomic” benefits associated with that particular item (i.e., Kinesis Freestyle).
Depending on the area of discomfort or observable postural issues, different styles of alternative mice are suggested:
Vertical Mouse:
A vertical mouse eliminates pronation while mousing.
However, this option also may promote wrist extension and flexion while navigating the cursor and should not be given to user’s who
have discomfort in that area (Odell & Johnson, 2015).
If the user engages in abduction while mousing, this is not a suitable option unless they are provided with a compact keyboard that
corrects the abduction issue.
Angled Mouse:
An angled mouse reduces the degree of pronation but does not eliminate it like the vertical mouse.
However, this option promotes a more balanced and favourable neutral posture compared to a standard flat mouse (higher amount of
ulnar/radial deviation) and vertical mouse (higher amount of wrist flexion and extension) with performance scores similar to the
standard mouse, unlike the vertical mouse (Odell & Johnson, 2015)
If the user engages in abduction while mousing, this is not a suitable option unless they are provided with a compact keyboard that
corrects the abduction issue.
Trackball:
If the user has forearm discomfort and/or scrolls heavily, this is not a suitable option, as some muscle activity was reported to be more
than 10% MVC (Lin, Young & Dennerlein, 2015).
If the user engages in abduction while mousing, this is not a suitable option unless they are provided with a compact keyboard that
corrects the abduction issue.
This option may be suitable for someone who does not have heavy mouse demands and does must not engage in wrist movements.
However, there are other options that can be better.
Trackpad:
Appropriate for someone who needs a mousing option that is placed to reduce abduction.
This option can be used with the left or right hand, thus reducing the demands placed initially on a single hand.
More finger movements are required compared to the Rollermouse due to multiple fingers being used for various functions. If finger
movements must be limited, this is not a good option.
Not a suitable option for an individual who has broad shoulders, as its central placement will encourage rounding of the back and
shoulder muscle activation.
Rollermouse
Like the trackpad outlined above except for a few notable features that reduce the finger demands.
This option has centrally placed buttons for various functions that would typically require multi-finger actions on a trackpad, which
reduce the demands even further.
Not a suitable option for an individual who has broad shoulders, as its central placement will encourage rounding of the back and
shoulder muscle activation.
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Appendix C
Aliases and Vignettes Outlined: Part One
Alias Name
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

Associated
Vignettes
V2
V5
V7
V10
V9
V11
V1
V3
V6
V12
V4
V8
V13
V15
V14

Complexity
Easy
Easy
Medium
Medium
Medium
Hard
Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard
Easy
Medium
Hard
Hard
Hard

Number of
Required Items
2
2
2
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
3
3
1
2
2

Other Factors
Used
T
IE
K/C
R
K/C, IE
R, T
IE
R, K/C
T
R, T, IE, K/C
IE
T
R
K/C
IE, K/C, R, T

Associated Vignettes: “V” = vignette followed by what vignette number it is (e.g., V3 is vignette 3).
Complexity: labeled easy, medium, and hard corresponding with the vignette number to the left.
Number of required items: Number of items that are needed to satisfy the vignette.
Other Factors: Reassurance (R), Importance of Ergonomics (IE), Knowledge and competency (K/C), and Training (T). Note that Educating Without Probing
(EWP) is present at the alias level and is not reflected in this Other Factors List for that reason.
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Aliases and Vignettes Outlined: Part Two
Alias Name
N/A
N/A
N/A

Associated
Vignettes
V3 (AS)
V2 (AS)
V1 (AS)

Complexity
Hard
Medium
Easy

Number of
Required Items
2
2
2

Other Factors
Used
R, T, IE, K/C
R, T, IE, K/C
R, T, IE, K/C

Associated Vignettes: “V” = vignettes followed by what vignette number it is (V3 is vignette 3), The additional component of AS had been added to represent
that it is a new vignette for the Additional Study (AS).
Complexity: labeled easy, medium, and hard corresponding with the vignette number to the left.
Number of required items: Number of items that are needed to satisfy the vignette.
Other Factors: Reassurance (R), Importance of Ergonomics (IE), Knowledge and competency (K/C), and Training (T). Note that Educating Without Probing
(EWP) is present at the alias level and is not reflected in this Other Factors List for that reason.
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Appendix D
VISS: Vignette Example (Medium)
Alias Used: (Alias name would go here)
Employee and Job Details: Tina is 52 years old and is 5ft4. She just recently started to have some backpain. Her department has
enough in the budget to purchase a sit-stand. Her optimal height is 24.5” and her current desk height is 30”. Her optimal standing
height is 41”. She has a rectangular desk that that is 5ft long and 2.5 ft deep. Her day is made up of about 50% computer work and
50% reading/writing tasks, both tasks are completed on opposite side of the desk.
Missing Details:
•
•
•

The employee does computer work as well as other tasks that requires a portion of their desk surface.
Optimal height is 24.5” and the desk height is 30.
Optimal standing height is 41”

Intro from Alias Used: “Hi there, I’m hoping you could help me with choosing some products for three of my employees.”
Information said in the inquiry specific to this vignette: “There is also an employee we are looking to get a sit-to-stand desk for.”
Product accuracy (2 items required – sit-stand and anti-fatigue mat):
Product Type:
Product Type

Scale

Score

Sit-Stand

0 -------------------------------------------------3

/3

Proper Features
Feature by items
Sit-Stand

Scale
0----------2.5---------5---------7.5----------10

Score
/10

Engagement:
General attentiveness:
0-----------------------------2.5-----------------------------------5

/5

Further understanding the problem:
0-----------------------------2.5-----------------------------------5

/5

Total Score for Product Accuracy and Engagement: _____/23:
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Other Factors
Other Factor Used
T

Inquiry (if applicable)
“Should they be trained on
how to use the sit-stand or is
it pretty straightforward?”

Scale
0 ----–2.5-----5-----7.5-----10

Score
/10

Training is the only follow up Other Factor asked in this vignette. This means the other three types of
Other Factors that are posed as follow up questions are posed within other vignettes for this alias.
Educating Without Probing:
EWP: Present / Not Present:

Place to note is Educating Without Probing is present or not, with space for notes on what was discussed.
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Appendix E

Score Table for Product Selection and Other Factors

Where applicable:

0 (Unsatisfactory)

2.5 (Unsatisfactory)

5 (Poor)

7.5 (Good)

10 (Excellent)

The Scoring Section was based on three categories (Product Accuracy, Engagement, and Other Factors), but were divided in
two sections for scoring purposes. Product Accuracy and Engagement were paired together to generate a score for Product Selection.
The scale for scoring ranges depended on the point type (e.g., 3-point scale for product type, 10-point scale for proper feature, 5-point
scale for general attentiveness, and 5-point scale for furthering understanding the problem), and points were given for each type based
on the product provider’s response quality corresponding to the description in the table below. For vignettes that had multiple items in
the Product Accuracy section (e.g., requiring more than one product), each item received a score individually and then the average of
item scores was taken to provide a single point score for that vignette. For example, if a vignette had two product types, product type A
would have received a score and product type B would have received a score. The overall product type Point score for the vignette
would have been the average of A and B. The total points available for Product Selection was 23 points per vignette.
Product Selection (Product Accuracy and Engagement scoring) were relevant at each vignette. However, the Other Factors were
relevant at the Alias level and not directly related to each of the vignettes. Each of the six Aliases featured all five of the Other Factors
once (e.g. T, R, EI, K/C, and EWP) within their associated vignettes. Therefore, an Alias with four associated vignettes would have had
all of the Other Factors represented once somewhere within their four vignettes. The scale for scoring for the Other Factors was always
10-points per factor. Therefore, the product providers had the potential of obtaining 50-points per Alias for Other Factors.
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Scoring
Section
Product
Accuracy

Name of Point

Definition

Product Type
[3]

The product selected is the
correct type of item. For
example, a footrest is
required, and the PP selects
a footrest.

Score Range
0 = Not the correct item type.
3 = The correct item type is selected.

**In the event that multiple items are given for one particular product
(e.g., the product provider does not select just one item), all given
products will be assessed for product type. If all the items are the
correct product type, a score of 3 will be given. If some of the items
are correct, and some are not, a score of 1.5 will be given. If none are
correct, a score of 0 will be given.
Proper Feature The product selected has the 0 = None of the features are correct (this score will be given for a
[10]
appropriate feature(s) to
product that is not the right product type).
work in the distinct situation
unique to each vignette.
2.5 = Few features are present and the key feature(s) that are
imperative to its use in the given situation are missing.
*Note: Product Accuracy
Scoring Guidance can be
used

5 = Most features are present. However, key features that are
imperative to its use in the given situation are missing.
7.5 = Most features are present, including all key features.
10 = All the features that are required for the product to work are
present on the product.
** In the event that multiple items are given for one particular
product, (e.g., the product provider does not select just one item), all
given products will be assessed for proper features. If all the items
have the correct features, a score of 10 will be given. If one or more
works, but there is one item that does not work, a 7.5 will be given. In
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the event large categories are given with multiple several (at times
hundreds of items; e.g., an entire chair category) a score of 0 will be
given.
**If a product is lacking a feature that is critical for health and safety
features (e.g., weight capacity on Vignette 12), an automatic score of
zero will be given.
Engagement

General
Attentiveness
[5]

The PP engages in backand-forth dialogue with the
client regarding the
elements of the initial
inquiry. Factors such as
approachability, timeliness
of responses, interest in
helping the client.

0 = Does not respond.
2.5 = Converses with the client – however, the conversation is not
completed in a timely manner and/or the PP is not answering some
parts of the inquiry.
5 = The PP addresses all the areas in the initial inquiry.

Further
The PP asks meaningful and 0 = No relevant questions are asked, or no questions are asked at all.
Understanding
relevant questions that
of the Problem
directly have to do with
2.5 = Some relevant questions are asked.
[5]
understanding the factors
that contribute to an
5 = The appropriate and relevant questions were asked (if needed) to
appropriate product
select the right product.
selection.
Note: For the easy Vignettes, all the relevant details are already
provided for product selection. Therefore, the PP will receive a lower
score based on irrelevant questions being asked and will receive full
marks if they do not ask questions or bring up irrelevant stuff.
** In the event that the product provider asks for a copy of the report
(where applicable in Vignettes that state an assessment was
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completed), they will be given a score of 5 and the missing details
section on the vignette will be provided to them as that information
would be found within a report.
Vignette
Score
Other
Factors

[23]
Training (T)
[10]

Vignette Score is based on: Product Type [3] + Proper Feature [10] + General Attentiveness [5] +
Further Understanding of the Problem [5]
The PP expresses the
0 = Does not express the importance of training at all. (e.g., they say
importance of training to the it is not important).
client. This may occur
without prompting or when 2.5 = Their response does not indicate an importance training.
asked about general training
concepts.
5 = Does not fully express the importance of training, which could
leave the client misdirected about it (e.g., on the fence, may say it’s
important but not in this case).
7.5 = Expresses the importance for training but does not relate it back
to the client’s situation with practical examples.
10 = Expressed the importance of training and provided the client
with the need to incorporate training with product use. The client will
leave with clear direction as to how training is important with
applicable examples relating back to their situation.
**Proactive clause: If a product provider coaches the alias on proper
training of the item prior to the other factor training follow up
question being posed, they will receive a score of 10.

Importance of
Ergonomics
(IE)
[10]

The PP expresses the
0 = Does not express the importance of ergonomics at all (e.g., they
importance of ergonomics say it is not important).
to the client. This may occur
without prompting or when 2.5 = Their response does not indicate an importance of ergonomics.
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asked whether ergonomics
is important.

5 = Does not fully express the importance of ergonomics, which
could leave the client misdirected about it (e.g., on the fence, may say
it’s important but not in this case).
7.5 = Expresses the importance of ergonomics but does not relate it
back to the client’s situation with practical examples.
10 = Expresses the importance of ergonomics and provides the client
with the need to incorporate ergonomics into the setup given their
situation. The client will leave with clear direction as to how
ergonomics is important with applicable examples relating back to
their situation.
**Proactive clause: If a product provider coaches the alias on the
importance of ergonomics and states it in the interaction prior to the
other factor importance of ergonomic follow up question being
posed, they will receive a score of 10.

Knowledge
and
Competency
(K/C)
[10]

The PP can appropriately
0 = Providers a false answer with no accuracy.
and clearly explain inquiries
posed by the client about
2.5 = Provides an answer with minimal accuracy.
office ergonomics concepts
or features on a product.
5 = Provides a partially correct answer with some aspects missing to
fully understand the feature/concept.
7.5 = Provides a correct answer with missing details to fully address
the inquiry (e.g., “the tilting mechanism on a keyboard tray is good
for the hands and wrist” – this responses does not touch on neutral
postures of the hand and wrist that are attained by having the
keyboard tray angled negatively).
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10 = Provides an accurate answer with a clear explanation that
explains a concept to the client in a way they can understand with
examples.
**Proactive clause: If a product provider coaches the alias on
information that would be featured in the other factor knowledge and
competency question prior to it being posed, they will receive a score
of 10.
Reassurance
(R)
[10]

The PP will reassure a
product will work, only
when it will in fact work in
the situation.

0 = Provides false reassurance.
2.5 = Does not provide reassurance.
5 = Not confident in product selection by not fully reassuring the
product is completely correct.
7.5 = Provides reassurance that the products will work when they do
in fact work. However, they do not list specific features present on
the product that would educate and provide clarity to the client why
the product will work.
10 = They provide reassurance when it is the right item(s). They may
bring up that some items may need to be tweaked in some cases,
however, the product they selected meets the criteria. Their answer
reflects why a certain product will work by bringing up features on it.
**Proactive clause: If a product provider provides reassurance that an
item will work prior to the other factor reassurance question being
posed, they will receive a score of 10.
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Educating
Without
Probing
(EWP)
[10]

The PP provides some form
of education pertaining to
ergonomics to the client
without probing.
Note: This factor will be
scored by looking at EWP
responses within all the
associated Vignettes of a
given alias.

0 = Does not provide the client with feedback relating to ergonomics
without probing or provides false education and is misleading.
2.5 = Provides few educational components that are not truly
reflective of foundational concepts of ergonomics.
5 = Provides some educational factors to the client however they are
not particularly relevant to their situation and might create practical
issues.
7.5 = Provides feedback that educates the client without probing.
Some gaps may still be present, but there is clear indication of
educating without probing with truthful statements.
10 = Provides an abundance of feedback relating to ergonomics
without probing on content found within the Vignette that will
educate the client positively. There is a strong presence of education
without probing through the conversation with the alias, where they
go above and beyond to ensure the client is leaving the conversation
and has new knowledge and understandings regarding ergonomics.
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Appendix F

Procedure for Part One

*Note: Product Provider is indicated by PP in the figure
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Procedure for Part Two

*Note: Product Provider is indicated by PP in the figure
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Appendix G – Percentage of Missing Data

Figure G1: Percentage of missing response data for Product Selection (PS) by complexity level in part one.

Figure G2: Percentage of missing response data for Other Factors (OFs) by alias level in part one.
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Appendix H – Other Factor Score by Factor: Part One and Part Two

Figure H1: Other Factor score by factor for part one.

Figure H2: Other Factor score by factor for part two.
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